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PREFACE 

Sultan Bahoo‟s treatise Qurb-e-Deedar literally meaning 

“Closeness to the Vision of Allah” is one of his exceptional 

books. It is based upon the Divine secrets which are not 

discussed in any of his other books. The book contains spiritual 

beneficence for every reader and seeker of Allah who reads it 

with perfect faith and reverence. He expresses the grandeur of 

the book in these words; 

 This book is a messenger for the Saints and is the Saint of all 

Saints. It gives the right answers about truth and falsehood and 

contains the essence of gnosis of Allah and the path of Faqr. 

The comprehensive detail of guidance about righteousness is 

also present in it. It grants complete observation of the 

veritable light of contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and the 

special theophanies and also bestows the real favour of 

closeness of Allah. The blessings gained from it are infinite. 

Sultan Bahoo has left grand spiritual treasure for the seekers of 

Allah in the form of his Divine books. All his books are in 

Persian language as it was prevailing in his era. To transfer this 

treasure to the new generation, it is inevitable to translate his 

books into Urdu and especially English-the international language 

of this age. My spiritual guide Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen Sultan 

Mohammad Najib-ur-Rehman, the spiritual descendant of Sultan 

Bahoo and the present spiritual leader of his Sarwari Qadri order 

has taken upon himself the precious responsibility and bestowed 

the privilege upon me to translate the books in English. Sultan-

ul-Ashiqeen is the Mujadid (The Reviver) of Islam and the 

Universal Divine Man of this era. He has taken revolutionary steps 

to spread the teachings of Faqr which is the real soul of Islam. 

To translate Qurb-e-Deedar, I am benefitting from its Persian 

text deduced by my fellow disciple Fatima Irfan Sarwari Qadri 

who translated it in Urdu in October, 2017. For deducing correct 
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Persian text, she was provided following scripts of Qurb-e-

Deedar by our honourable spiritual guide Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen 

Sultan Mohammad Najib-ur-Rehman; 

1) Manuscript by Mohammad Bakhsh son of Allahdita, written 

in Shabaan
1
, 1371 H  

2) Manuscript present in the department of Persian, 

Government College University Lahore, writer unknown 

3) Printed script of Qurb-e-Deedar present with its Urdu 

translation by Doctor K.B Naseem published in March, 

1996. 

I cross checked the text from these scripts and proofread it 

before translating. I am truly thankful to Fatima Irfan Sarwari 

Qadri for allowing me to use the script. I am also thankful to 

Mohammad Rashid Gulzar Sarwari Qadri for composing the 

Persian text and Mohammad Ahsan Ali Sarwari Qadri for 

composing the Arabic text and rechecking its translation. I would 

also like to thank my spouse and fellow disciple Mohammad 

Moghees Sarwari Qadri for proofreading the book and giving 

suggestions to improve it.  

Translation of any book of Sultan Bahoo would not have been 

possible without the spiritual beneficence and guidance of my 

spiritual guide Sultan Mohammad Najib-ur-Rehman. May Allah 

confer highest spiritual levels upon him and success in his 

mission of spreading the teachings of Faqr. Allah may also make 

this book a source of guidance for the seekers of Allah. Ameen 

 

Lahore                              Mrs. Ambreen Moghees Sarwari Qadri 

March, 2018    M.A. Mass Communication 

  University of The Punjab 

                                                           
1 Eighth month of Islamic calendar 



 

 

SHORT BIOGRAPHY OF 

SULTAN BAHOO 

Sultan-ul-Arifeen Sultan Bahoo was born on Thursday, the 1
st
 of 

Jamadi-us-Sani
2
 in 1039 H (17 January, 1630 A.D) at dawn, in 

the reign of Mughal emperor Shah Jahan in Shorkot, District 

Jhang, Pakistan (then India). He belonged to the Awan tribe of 

the progeny of Ali Ibn Abi Talib. Awan are Ali‟s children from 

wives other than Fatima bint Mohammad. Sultan Bahoo‟s father 

Bazayd Mohammad was a soldier by profession and a titleholder 

in Shah Jahan‟s army. His mother, Bibi Rasti was a Saintly 

woman. She was spiritually informed of Sultan Bahoo‟s 

grandeur and spiritual status before his birth and according to his 

status of annihilation in Hoo
3
, his name Bahoo (One with Hoo ) 

was revealed to her. 

Sultan Bahoo says: 

 
Meaning: Bahoo‟s mother named him Bahoo because Bahoo has 

always remained with Hoo . 

Sultan Bahoo was a Saint by birth. He remained engrossed in 

heavenly experiences and doubtless revelations from his early 

age. Sultan Bahoo gained his early mystic education from his 

mother. A non-Muslim would immediately recite the Islamic 

creed and accept Islam if his eyes fell upon the luminous face of 

Sultan Bahoo, such was the intensity of Divine theophanies 

radiating from him. 

                                                           
2 6th month of Islamic calendar  
3 The Divine Essence 
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Sultan Bahoo states in his books, “I searched for a spiritual 

guide for thirty years but in vain”. It was because he already held 

such elevated levels of Faqr where access of anyone is extremely 

arduous. Sultan Bahoo relates one of his revelations in his books 

that one day, engrossed in Allah‟s vision, he was wandering in 

the suburbs of Shorkot when Ali Ibn Abi Talib came and took 

him to the Mohammadan Assembly where the People of Cloak, 

the Rashidun Caliphs and Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani were also 

present. There, Sultan Bahoo took oath of allegiance at the 

sacred hand of Prophet Mohammad who entrusted him to Shaikh 

Abdul Qadir Jilani for further spiritual guidance. That is why 

Sultan Bahoo always refers Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani as his 

spiritual guide in his books. He says, “When Ghawth-ul-Azam 

Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani blessed me spiritually, I surpassed all 

the spiritual levels from eternal beginning till the eternal end.” 

Afterwards, following the orders of Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani, 

Sultan Bahoo took oath of allegiance at the hand of Shaikh 

Abdul Rehman Jilani Dehlvi who entrusted the Divine Trust of 

Faqr to Sultan Bahoo in just a single meeting. 

The splendour of Sultan Bahoo is beyond anyone‟s speculation. 

He is blessed with the extremities of Faqr and stationed at the 

status of Sultan-ul-Faqr V. He says, “The Holy Prophet has 

ordered me to guide everyone, Muslim or non-Muslim, fortunate 

or unfortunate, alive or dead and he has titled me as Mustafa Sani 

(Mustafa the second) and Mujtaba Akhir Zamani (Mujtaba of the 

last era) with his pearl divulging tongue.” (Risala Roohi Sharif) 

The spiritual order of Sultan Bahoo is the Sarwari Qadri order. 

The Qadri order reaches Prophet Mohammad through Shaikh 

Abdul Qadir Jilani. There are two offshoots of Qadri order; 

Zahidi Qadri and Sarwari Qadri. Sultan Bahoo declares only the 

Sarwari Qadri order the proper and real Qadri order. He says: 

 Qadri order has two off shoots; Sarwari Qadri and Zahidi 

Qadri. Sarwari Qadri spiritual guide has perfect command 
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over contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. When he blesses the 

seeker with the spiritual education and Divine guidance 

through Ism-e-Allah Zaat, he grants him the status equal to 

his own on the very first day. The seeker becomes indifferent 

and independent of all needs, his attention remains focused 

only on the Truth. Hence, gold and soil become equal for 

him. On the contrary, the follower of Zahidi Qadri order has 

to devote at least twelve years to very hard mystic struggles, 

so much so that his stomach remains empty. After twelve 

years, he becomes eligible to be present before Shaikh Abdul 

Qadir Jilani and attains the status of a Majdhub
4
 devotee, 

while the status of a Sarwari Qadri is that of a beloved 

devotee. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan) 

He describes the status of Sarwari Qadri spiritual guide and 

devotees in these words: 

 What is the initial level of a Sarwari Qadri? It is that the 

perfect Sarwari Qadri spiritual guide drowns the true seeker 

of Allah in the Divine light of gnosis of Allah and grants him 

the presence of the Mohammadan Assembly just by his 

glance or by the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat or by the 

invocation of Islamic creed or by his spiritual attention. This 

is the first day lesson of the Qadri followers. The spiritual 

guide who neither knows this lesson nor takes his disciples 

to the Mohammadan Assembly is not the perfect Qadri 

spiritual guide. (Kaleed-ul-Tauheed Kalan) 

Sultan Bahoo himself holds this status. He says: 

 

                                                           
4 The Arabic mystic term which refers to the one who cannot tolerate the effects of 

theophanies and loses his senses. Hence, due to his lost and absorbed state, does not 
follow sharia properly, neither progresses on the spiritual journey. 
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Meaning: For every true seeker of Allah I render my guidance. I 

can take him from the initial stage of the spiritual journey to the 

final and supreme level in just a moment. Come to me! Come to 

me! Come to me O‟ seeker of Allah! I can take you to Allah on 

the very first day. 

Sultan Bahoo could not avail the opportunity to receive formal 

academic education because he was ever absorbed in the deep 

ocean of Divine Unity, even then he has written 140 books. All of 

his books are in Persian except the collection of his poetry which 

is in the form of Punjabi quatrains. 

Sultan Bahoo‟s books are masterpieces of the Divine knowledge. 

He proclaims that if anyone could not find a spiritual guide, his 

books will prove to be a medium for him to reach the perfect 

Sarwari Qadri spiritual guide who will take him to Allah.  

Sultan Bahoo‟s writing style is very simple and easy to 

understand even for a less educated person. His writings are so 

persuasive and influential that they envelop the reader completely. 

If his books are read respectfully after ablution, an ocean of 

spiritual beneficence pours down to the reader. If the reader 

continues reading them with complete faith and true intentions, he 

will be guided towards the perfect Sarwari Qadri spiritual guide 

who is the real spiritual successor of Sultan Bahoo in the present 

age. 

Urdu Translations of Sultan Bahoo‟s following books are 

available in the market: 

(1) Abyat-e-Bahoo (Punjabi Poetry) (2) Dewan-e-Bahoo (Persian 

Poetry) (3) Ain-ul-Faqr (4) Majalisa-tul-Nabi (5) Kaleed-ul-

Tauheed (Kalan) (6) Kaleed-ul-Tauheed (Khurd) (7) Shams-ul-

Arifeen (8) Ameer-ul-Kaunain (9) Taigh-e-Barhana (10) Risala 

Roohi Sharif (11) Ganj-ul-Asrar (12) Mahak-ul-Faqr (Khurd) 

(13) Mahak-ul-Faqr (Kalan) (14) Asrar-e-Qadri (15) Aurang 

Shahi (16) Jamay-ul-Asrar (17) Aqal-e-Baydar (18) Fazal-ul-Laqa 
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(Khurd) (19) Fazal-ul-Laqa (Kalan) (20) Miftah-ul-Arifeen (21) 

Noor-ul-Huda (Khurd) (22) Noor-ul-Huda (Kalan) (23) Taufeeq-

ul-Hidayat (24) Qurb-e-Deedar (25) Ain-ul-Arifeen (26) Kaleed-

e-Jannat (27) Mohkim-ul-Fuqara (28) Sultan-ul-Waham (29) 

Deedar Bakhsh (30) Kashf-ul-Asrar (31) Mohabbat-ul-Asrar (32) 

Tarfa-tul-Ain (this book is also known as Hujjat-ul-Asrar). 

Among these, following books have been translated in English 

by Sultan-ul-Faqr Publications: 

1) Risala Roohi Sharif (The Divine Soul) 

2) Kashf-ul-Asrar (Revelation of The Divine Secrets) 

3) Ganj-ul-Asrar (The Treasure of Divine Secrets) 

4) Shams-ul-Arifeen (The Enlightening Sun for the Knowers of 

Allah) 

5) Sultan-ul-Waham (The Sultan of Communication with Allah) 

6) Ain-ul-Faqr (The Soul of Faqr) 

7) Ameer-ul-Kaunian (The Master of Worlds) 

8) Mohkim-ul-Fuqara (The Strength of Faqeers) 

9) Kaleed-ul-Tauheed (Kalan) (The Key of Divine Oneness 

(Detailed)) 

Sultan Bahoo has not used the conventional terms of sufism or 

mysticism for his teachings, rather he calls them „Faqr‟. Faqr is 

the spiritual way which leads to the Divine knowledge and vision 

of Allah. In all his books, he lays emphasis on acquiring Faqr 

under the guidance of a Sarwari Qadri spiritual guide. He 

declares the invocation and contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat 

the key to ultimate sanctity and purgation of soul after which the 

soul is blessed with the vision of Allah and presence in the 

Mohammadan Assembly, which are the most elevated spiritual 

stations. 

Sultan Bahoo says in his books that despite of all his efforts he 

could not find a truly capable seeker of Allah to whom he could 

entrust the Divine Trust of Faqr for the future guidance of 
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seekers, so on the 1
st 

of Jamadi-us-Sani in 1102 H (1
st
 March, 

1691 A.D) he passed away without transferring the Trust to 

anyone. Afterwards, Sultan Bahoo entrusted it spiritually to Syed 

Mohammad Abdullah Shah Madni Jilani. The shrine of Sultan 

Bahoo is in Jhang, Pakistan. His death anniversary is held on the 

first Thursday of Jamadi-us-Sani.
5
 

 

                                                           
5
 To read the complete biography and teachings of Sultan Bahoo please read the books 

“Shams-ul-Fuqara” and “Mujtaba Akhir Zamani” written by Sultan-ul-Ashiqeen Sultan 

Mohammad Najib-ur-Rehman, or their English versions titled as “Sultan Bahoo-The Life 
and Teachings” and “The Spiritual Guides of Sarwari Qadri Order” respectively. His 

complete biography is also compiled by Sultan Mohammad Najib-ur-Rehman by the title 

“Sultan Bahoo”. 



 

 

QURB-E-DEEDAR 

ENGILSH TRANSLATION 

 

In the name of Allah, the Most Merciful, the Most Beneficent. 

 
Meaning: All praises belong to Allah, the Sustainer and Creator 

of every creation, the Provident, the Immortal and the Eternal. 

None is worthy of worship except Hoo (the Divine Essence) and 

nothing is (permanently) present in all the realms but Hoo. 

Eulogies for Prophet Mohammad peace be upon him, who is 

the eternal guide and intercessor of his miserable nation. He is 

the pride of all the Prophets. 

 
Meaning: Everyone is created from the Divine light

6
 of Prophet 

Mohammad. When one returns to that light, one converts to 

Divine light and becomes the Mystic. 

 
Meaning: The light of Mohammad manifested from the eternal 

light of Allah that is why the whole creation is fond of the light 

of his Divine beauty. 

                                                           
6 Nur. For detail refer to Explanation of Terminologies (5) 
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Meaning: Beautiful are all the attributes of Prophet Mohammad, 

salutations and blessings upon him, his Family, respected wives, 

Companions and the People of Cloak
7
. 

The writer of this book, Fakir
8
 Bahoo Sarwari Qadri

9
 Awaisi

10
 

is the pupil of Rehman
11

, inherently devoted slave of perfect 

Mystics and is the beloved seeker of Allah having no desires. He 

is the son of Bazayd Mohammad, belongs to the tribe of Awan 

and is the resident of Qila Shore. He has presented a touchstone 

in the form of this book to distinguish between the men of 

falsehood and the men of truth, the emulators and the men of 

Divine Oneness
12

, imperfects and perfects as well as the 

unaccomplished and the proficient. 

 This book is a messenger for the Saints and is the Saint of all 

Saints. It gives the right answers about truth and falsehood and 

contains the essence of gnosis
13

 of Allah and the path of Faqr
14

. 

The comprehensive detail of guidance about righteousness is also 

present in it. It grants complete observation of the veritable light of 

contemplation
15

 of Ism-e-Allah Zaat
16

 and the special theophanies 

                                                           
7 English phrase for the Arabic phrase Ahl al-Bayt which means “People of the Prophet‟s 

house” and refer to the five most sacred entities; the Holy Prophet himself, his loving 
daughter Fatima, her husband Ali Ibn Abi Talib and their beloved sons Hassan and 

Husayn. (14) 
8 The Saint of highest level who travels the path of Faqr and accomplishes in it reaching 

its final level stated in the Hadith, “When Faqr is accomplished that is Allah.” 
9 Sarwari Qadri is the spiritual order of Sultan Bahoo which starts from the Holy Prophet 
and reaches Sultan Bahoo through Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani. 
10Awaisi way also refers to Sarwari Qadri way 
11 Attributive name of Allah meaning; “The most Compassionate and Merciful” 
12Tawhid (7) 
13Marifa (8) 
14 The path to vision and union of Allah  
15 Refers to mystic term Tasawur (2) 
16Ism-e-Allah Zaat is translated literally as “the personal name of Allah” and it refers to 

the name . It represents all the Divine attributes and the Essence. It is the most 

powerful name of Allah as it includes the powers of all other attributive names of Allah. 
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and also bestows the real favour of closeness of Allah. The 

blessings gained from it are infinite such as spiritually effective 

attention, power of concentration, spiritual authority, knowledge 

of mysticism, the beneficent invocation
17

 and reflection
18

, 

annihilation of the inciting self
19

, presence of the Mohammadan 

Assembly, privilege of meeting with the Holy Prophet during 

meditation
20

, the levels of separation
21

 and isolation
22

, Divine 

presence, inspirations from Allah, inspirational conversation with 

Allah, efficacy of sight, power of all-seeing, final destination of 

the righteous way and the powerful breath like Christ with which 

he used to give life to the dead by saying Qum Bi-

Iznillah meaning “Rise by the command of Allah”. This book is 

a medium towards the Holy Prophet and is like Khidr, the eternal 

guide. It is dominant, inwardly as well as outwardly, and 

perfectly complies with Quranic injunctions and the Ahadith
23

. It 

informs about all the spheres of earth and skies and takes its 

reader to the level of annihilation and immortality with Allah. 

This book is titled as “Qurb-e-Deedar” meaning “Closeness to 

the vision of Allah”. It drowns in the Divine Oneness as it is the 

light of Divine Essence and the source of vision of Lord  for a 

Sarwari Qadri disciple. Hence, it is also named as the perfect 

key of totality. If through the inward way, the blessings of the 

closeness of vision of Allah, light of Divine Essence, the 

spiritual level of “None but Allah”, becoming desirable in the 

court of Allah, presence of the Mohammadan Assembly and 

other such spiritual levels could not be achieved by the power of 

contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat, all the travellers of this way 

would have gone astray. 

                                                           
17 Refers to mystic term Dhikr (10) 
18 Refers to mystic term Fikr (16) 
19 Refers to Nafs (18) 
20 Refers to mystic term Muraqaba (12) 
21,22 Refer to mystic terms Tajrid and Tafrid respectively (17) 
23 Plural of Hadith, the sayings of the Holy Prophet 
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Meaning: Whoever denies this special inward way, at last turns 

infidel and wretched. 

The way of contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat leads to the 

level of Prophets and Saints. Allah is the Clement and this way is 

the destiny of the men of clemency and knowledge. One must 

know that the judge of sharia
24

 asks the men of truth who have 

reached the truth of certainty
25

 to present four witnesses of death 

about having the honour of beholding Allah.  

Firstly, beholding Allah during dream is justified according to 

sharia. Such a dream is source of gnosis and union of Allah, not 

just a dream or thought. The Holy Prophet said, 

 
Meaning: My eyes sleep but my heart does not. (Sahih Bukhari 3569) 

 
Meaning: Death and sleep are like brothers, however the men of 

heaven do not die. 

Such dreams are seen only by the one whose inward has been 

enlivened and conscience has been enlightened by the Divine 

invocation and he gets answers from the Divine presence. 

Secondly, beholding Allah during meditation is also justified. It 

is a specific meditation in which the soul leaves the body, hence 

the physical being seems to be dead while the spiritual being attains 

the Divine presence and converses with Allah in this state. These 

are the levels of having the honour of closeness of vision of 

Allah and are attained by following the order given in the Hadith; 

                                                           
24 Islamic law 
25 Mystic level of Haq-ul-Yaqeen (3) 
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Meaning: Die before your death.  

Allah says; 

 
Meaning: And, (he) is the one who was dead and We gave him 

life. (Al-An’am 122) 

Third is the way of beholding Allah  with the spiritual being 

when the inner eye is opened and the seeker gains enlightened 

conscience by having the gnosis of Allah. Such vision of Allah 

cannot be exemplified with anything as it is gained on reaching 

the station of no station. The Holy Prophet said; 

 
Meaning: Death is the bridge which unites the lover with the 

Beloved. 

When a seeker attains all these levels of vision of Allah, his 

body becomes like a shrine‟s dome while his inward, soul and 

the secret (sir‟r
26

) become one by merging into each other and 

the seeker remains in eternal state of Divine observations with a 

completely forgiven existence. Such seekers are the scholars of 

Allah who practise what they preach and the perfect Fakirs who 

are annihilated in Allah and possess a replete and perfect inward. 

Allah says; 

 
Meaning: So that Allah may forgive all your later and earlier 

sins. (Al-Fath 2) 

 
                                                           
26 Sir‟r means the secret. The spiritual being of a human has seven subtle layers or parts 
which are; Nafs (the self), Qalb (the inward), Ruh (the soul), Sir‟r (the secret), Khafi (the 

hidden-the Divine Soul), Yakhfa (the concealed- the Divine light of Mohammad), Ana 

(the core-the Divine Essence). (27) 
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Meaning: You bring the living out of the dead and You bring the 

dead out of living. (Aal-Imran 27) 

This great blessing and grand felicity is the destiny of Fakirs who 

are men of sharia and righteousness. The heretics are deprived of it 

because they are the enemy of the Holy Prophet, obedient to Satan, 

opponents of true scholars and are the devils. 

 
Meaning: One who denies the vision of Allah and hides the truth is 

a disgraced infidel. 

It is declared by Allah; 

 
Meaning: Whoever is blind (to the vision of Allah) here (in this 

world) will remain blind in the hereafter as well. (Bani-Israil 72) 

The Fakir is man of gnosis of Allah and is perpetually attentive 

towards the vision of Allah. His both eyes (physical and 

spiritual) are witness to it. Nothing is out of the bound of inward. 

Whatever you need, ask it from the man of inward, as his inward 

possesses eternal levels. When the immortal Mystic attains these 

levels, life and death become equal for him, as stated in a Hadith; 

 
Meaning: Verily, the Saints do not die, they just shift from one 

abode to another. 

The contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat is the way which grants 

special sight to both the eyes (physical and spiritual) required for 

beholding Allah. Only the men of gnosis of Allah possess this 

insight. Those deprived of gnosis lack the insight, as they are 

spiritually blind by birth. 
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Meaning: When the inward gains eternal life by having the vision 

of Allah, the entire gnosis of Divine Oneness assimilates in it. 

The complete knowledge of Guarded Tablet, the Holy Quran 

and its injunctions, Hadiths and exegesis of every knowledge is 

inscribed upon the tablet of mind. 

 
Meaning: The seeker, whose inward has become alive, is blessed 

with the vision of Allah. He always remains with Allah with an 

awake and living soul. 

 
Meaning: Only that soul is blessed with the vision of Allah 

which has become alive by the invocation of name of Allah. 

 
Meaning: It is the specific invocation which the invoker does by his 

inward and soul. It makes the invoker the confidant of Holy Lord.  

The Arabic word for inward is transliterated as Qalb. It has 

three alphabets;  (Q),  (L) and  (B). The alphabet  (Q) 

refers to Qurb i.e. closeness of Allah, the alphabet (L) refers to 

Laqa i.e. vision of Allah and (B) refers to Baqa i.e. 

immortality with Allah and having the Divine observations, 

which all are gained in the inward. Whoever possesses these 

attributes is the man of inward otherwise a dog in the guise of a 
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human. If a seeker keeps reading this book, it would become a 

medium for him towards the inner vision of Allah and gnosis of 

Divine light and he would be honoured with the Divine presence 

and closeness. Whoever reads it with sincerity, will not need to 

take oath of allegiance
27

 at the hand of spiritual guide
28

 or 

acquire spiritual persuasion and guidance from him. 

 
Meaning: Read this effective exegesis properly, its study will 

elevate you to the level of Khidr. 

 
Meaning: It is the promise of men of Allah (the perfect spiritual 

guides) that they will lead towards Allah and grant the presence 

of Mohammadan Assembly. 

 
Meaning: In the Mohammadan Assembly, the seekers are blessed 

with spiritual persuasion and education directly from the Holy 

Prophet. Their inward gains the gnosis by the invocation of Allah 

and verifies it. 

 
Meaning: O‟ dear! Leave the desires of your inciting self which 

are sheer falsehood and seek the vision of Allah which is the 

ultimate truth. 

                                                           
27Bayah (13) 
28Murshid (21) 
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Meaning: This book containing the auspicious secrets of 

contemplation is written in 1097 A.H. 

 
Meaning: It is the era of Aurangzeb

29
 who is a living soldier and 

an obedient slave of Allah.  

It is obligatory upon the seeker of Allah to acquire the eternal 

straight path
30

 from his spiritual guide and follow the greatest 

Sunna
31

 of the Holy Prophet which is to donate the entire wealth 

and every possession in the way of Allah. Allah commands; 

 
Meaning: O‟ believers! Fear Allah persistently and seek the 

medium to (get close to) Him and strive in His way so that you 

may succeed. (Al-Ma’idah 35) 

In this verse, the medium refers to the spiritual guide. The 

Holy Prophet said; 

 
Meaning: Travel towards Allah headlong instead of walking on 

steps. 

 

                                                           
29 The sixth and widely considered the last effective mughal emperor. His reign lasted for 
49 years, from 1658 AD till1707 AD (1069-1119 A.H) 
30 Refers to the Quranic term Sirat-e-Mustaqeem (23) 
31 Ways and manners of the Holy Prophet 
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Meaning: In order to search Allah, make your head your feet. 

Annihilate and drown in Allah to achieve the Divine Unity. 

The Holy Prophet taught Ali Ibn Abi Talib the proper way of 

reciting the Islamic creed
32

; 

 
Meaning: O‟ Ali! Close your eyes and listen your heart saying 

La illaha ilAllahoo Mohammad-ur-Rasoolullah (meaning: There 

is no one to be worshipped but Allah and Prophet Mohammad is 

His Messenger). 

Without taking oath of allegiance to the perfect spiritual guide 

and receiving the invocation and spiritual persuasion from him, it 

is impossible to attain to the levels of verification and certainty. 

Even if a person keeps studying for his entire life, he will 

spiritually remain unaware of the gnosis of Allah because the 

exoteric knowledge is only a source of education while the 

esoteric knowledge gained from the spiritual guide is the 

veritable source of gnosis of Allah. Taking oath of allegiance at 

the hand of perfect spiritual guide is incumbent to have spiritual 

persuasion and guidance towards righteousness. This obligation 

of taking oath of allegiance to a spiritual guide and having 

righteous persuasion from him is continued from the Holy 

Prophet through four spiritual leaders
33

 and fourteen spiritual 

orders who transfer the spiritual beneficence and bestowals from 

one perfect Mystic to the other in the form of gnosis of Allah, 

specific ways of invocation and meditation, Divine presence and 

closeness. This chain will not end till the Doomsday. 

                                                           
32 Kalma Tayyab (11) 
33 The four spiritual leaders are Abu Bakr Siddiq, Umar Ibn Al-Khattab, Usman Ibn 
Affan and Ali Ibn Abi Talib. 
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You must know that the origin of Sultan-ul-Faqr
34

 souls is the 

non-creation light of faith while their ultimacy is the non-creation 

Divine light of the Rehman. The existence of a human contains the 

self (Nafs), inward (Qalb), soul (Ruh) and the secret (Sir‟r). The 

devotion of all four is a veil as they are creation, although there is 

reward for their devotions and good deeds. When the veils of 

darkness of self, inward, soul and the secret are lifted, the 

physical existence is absolved of hardship of obedience and 

emulation. Then, the non-creation light rises like the sun from 

the hidden by the contemplation of non-creation Ism-e-Allah 

Zaat and enlightens all the twenty four subtle points of the being. 

Hence, the entire existence from head to toe as well as the spiritual 

being is enlightened and the light of closeness of Allah manifests 

from it which honours with the Divine presence and vision of 

Allah. The existence of such men of light is forgiven, inward is 

replete and their every word and deed is the Divine light. 

 
Meaning: The Divine light is a secret, it cannot be exemplified 

with anything. Whoever beholds Allah, gains the Divine presence. 

Perfect spiritual guide is the one who takes the seeker to the 

level of immersion in Divine light on the very first day by the 

contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and blesses him with the 

vision of Allah. So that, the seeker does not need to perform any 

mystic struggle or adopt forty day seclusion. The men of Divine 

presence are independent, they do not need to perform 

glorification rounds or recite Dawat
35

. They have attained the 

level of beholding Allah with open eyes, so they are absolved of 

                                                           
34  The Sultan of Faqr (25)  
35 Dawat is the spiritual act to communicate with the sacred souls of shrines to seek their 
help and beneficence. 
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invocation, reflection, meditation, unveiling, self-accountability or 

fight with the self. 

Since my real ancestor is Prophet Adam and my origin is the 

light of Prophet Mohammad, I am eternally honoured with the 

gnosis of Divine Oneness and closeness and vision of Allah. 

These two grand statuses are the witness that I am always with 

Allah, my inward is blessed with His kind attention and my eyes 

are graced with His vision. Such honourable levels are possessed 

by the Mystic scholars and the Fakirs who are annihilated in Allah. 

This is the special kindness of Allah upon me. 

No doubt! The ranks are outer levels while the contemplation of 

Ism-e-Allah Zaat elevates the inner levels. The glorification 

rounds, recitation of Quran, pious deeds, devotions, favours, 

invocations, reflections, meditations, unveiling, self-accountability, 

fight against the self, power of supernatural acts and miracles, 

mystic struggles and devotional exercises, forty day seclusions, 

adopting solitude in a closet are all different forms of worship 

while the actual straight path is the spiritual knowledge of 

meeting with Allah. Certainly, there is reward for all good deeds 

and devotions but for those near to Allah they are just a veil as 

they are far away from the gnosis of Allah and Divine Oneness. 

The Holy Prophet said; 

 
Meaning: The pious deeds of the virtuous are like sins for the near 

ones. 

Allah says; 

 
Meaning: Do the invocation of your Holy Lord when you forget 

(everything). (Al-Kahf 24) 

When the seeker immerses in the state of annihilation in Allah, 

he forgets every creation. The invocation is also a creation. The 
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outward devotions grant higher ranks which are liked by the 

creation but the Creator appreciates the inward, as stated in a 

Qudsi Hadith
36

; 

 
Meaning: Allah neither observes your physical appearance nor 

deeds rather he observes your inwards and intentions. 

 
Meaning: By the benediction of beholding Allah, the seeker 

converts to Divine light and becomes His beloved. Every time he 

beholds Allah, his conscience is enlightened more and more. 

 
Meaning: The reality of inward and soul is the light of Allah. 

When the inward completely turns to light, it is blessed with the 

Divine presence.  

EXPLANATION OF THE SEEKER 

The Arabic word for “seeker” is transliterated as Talib. It 

has four letters in Arabic script;  (T),  (A),  (L),  (B). Its 

first letter (T) means that the true seeker of Allah gives three 

Talaqs (Divorce) at a time to the covetousness of self and the 

hypocritical worships and crosses the level of all devotions in a 

moment. The true seeker of Allah is one who is courageous, 

vigilant during ecstasy, awake during sleep and is perpetually 

blessed with the light of vision of Allah. Such a seeker is the 

veritable scholar and an excellent benevolent. If a person has 

                                                           
36 Words of Allah stated by the Holy Prophet 
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these signs, only then he can be considered a seeker of Allah 

otherwise it is not at all difficult to turn crazy thousands of 

ignorant by one glance. By the letter (A), the seeker of Allah 

has Affection for none but Allah. He never requests the creation 

for anything. The letter (A) also refers to the fact that his Aim 

is always veracious as he is a genuine seeker of Allah. By the 

letter (L), he is Layahtaj i.e. needs none and is Laiq i.e. 

capable for the vision of Allah. The letter (B) means that he is 

Ba-adab (obedient), Ba-wafa (loyal), Ba-haya (modest) as well 

as pure inwardly. He spends his all possessions for the cause of 

Allah and is the Mystic blessed with the union of Allah. 

EXPLANATION OF  

THE SIPIRITUAL GUIDE 

The Arabic word for spiritual guide is transliterated as Murshid 

and has four letters; (M), (R), (Sh), (D).Its first letter 

(M) refers to the fact that spiritual guide is the Momin
37

 about 

whom it is said; 

 
Meaning: The Momin is the mirror of other Momin. 

He is the Unitarian, confidant of Divine secrets, most kind and 

beneficent. He carries the true seekers of Allah to the assembly 

of Prophets by his spiritual sight
38

 and grants them eternal 

Jamiat
39

 in both the worlds. 

 
                                                           
37 The true believer (26) 
38 Refers to the mystic term Nazar (22) 
39Jamiat is a mystic term having multiple meanings. It may refer to spiritual powers, 

stability, peace, accumulation or satisfaction. It is also the highest spiritual level whereby 
all the preceding levels accumulate in the being of the seeker.   
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Meaning: No one can hide his face from the mirror. When the 

inward is enlightened, one does not need to read books. 

By the letter (R), the spiritual guide is never Raghib i.e. 

inclined towards the world or hereafter, he is always pleased at 

the will of Allah and submits to the destiny. By the letter (Sh), 

the perfect spiritual guide is the Shahbaz i.e. falcon of the world 

beyond all worlds. He is the light of Nature and secret of the 

Glorified. Letter (D) means that his inward is Drowned in the 

ocean of Divine Oneness, he is eternally annihilated in Allah and 

perpetually present in the Mohammadan Assembly. 

O‟ dear! You must know that the true seeker is dearer to the 

spiritual guide than his own life but the dishonest seeker who 

spies on the spiritual guide is his enemy and is like the Satan. 

Rather, worse than Satan because the Satan runs away on 

reciting Lahaul
40

 but the dishonest seeker does not go away even 

on reciting Lahaul thousand times and keeps on harming the 

spiritual guide till end of life. 

 
Meaning: O‟ Bahoo! If the true seeker finds the perfect spiritual 

guide who bears the Divine secrets, he can elevate the seeker 

spiritually just by his powerful sight. 

Know that the veiled seeker is one who seeks worldly respect 

and honour. He is mean, impotent and deprived of the real objective 

of life. The Majdhub
41

 seeker eventually turns reprobate while the 

beloved seeker of Allah is bestowed the laudable end. The seeker 

who is blessed with the gnosis of Allah, privilege of beholding 

                                                           
40 Prayer for safety from Satan 
41 One who cannot tolerate the effects of theophanies and loses his senses. Hence, due to 

his lost and absorbed state, does not follow sharia properly, neither progresses on the 
spiritual journey. 
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the light of Divine Essence with open eyes and closeness of Allah, 

always keeps check upon his self and does its accountability like 

a judge. According to sharia, there are two witnesses of the 

closeness of vision of Allah; first is the unprecedented sight and 

second is the eternal awareness by the power of Divine favour. Such 

a seeker is always safeguarded by Allah. 

 
Meaning: Search the veritable knowledge from the lesson of vision 

of Allah. Do not disclose whatever you see while beholding Allah. 

 
Meaning: Study every knowledge in the light of knowledge of 

vision of Allah. Whoever becomes enlightened by acquiring this 

knowledge, beholds Allah with open eyes. 

 
Meaning: Drown in union with Allah peacefully. At that level, 

there is no need of words or knowledge. 

 
Meaning: To reach the Divine secret, you only require the love 

of Allah and knowledge of Alif
42

. Whatever you study other than 

the knowledge of Truth, is sheer falsehood and lust. 

                                                           
42Alif is the first Arabic alphabet and it refers to Ism-e-Allah Zaat which starts with 

Alif. 
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Meaning: Whether you gain knowledge by doing invocation or do 

invocation after gaining the knowledge, both indicate separation 

from Allah and give pain and hardships. 

 
Meaning: Forget both and drown yourself in the Divine light so 

that you become the perfect Mystic and reach the Divine 

presence being blessed with Faqr. 

 
Meaning: The self-conceited people gain nothing from knowledge. 

Since, they are deprived of the Divine presence, their invocation 

further creates distracting thoughts and illusions. 

Whether the Fakir Mystic who is proficient in invocation is 

better or the Fakir who is scholar of esoteric knowledge and 

generously beneficent? The exoteric knowledge does not purify 

the spiritual being and the seven inner parts. One, whose being is 

perfectly purged by the esoteric knowledge, automatically gains 

command over the exoteric knowledge. He can pick the 

knowledge directly from a scholar‟s chest or remove it from 

there by his powerful sight. The scholar of esoteric knowledge 

and gnosis of Allah is the man of Divine Oneness and possesses 

unveiled sight. Such a Mystic having the Divine knowledge is 

dominant over the scholars of exoteric knowledge because the 

exoteric scholars are men of obedience while the esoteric 

scholars are the Fakirs who are men of command. Allah says; 
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Meaning: Allah is predominant over His command. (Yusuf-21) 

Hadith; 

 
Meaning: Command is superior to obedience. 

Power of command is gained by the contemplation of Ism-e-

Allah Zaat while obedience is related with the level of acquiring 

the Divine attributes. The knowledge of scholars is like the lamp 

while the gnosis of Divine Oneness possessed by the Fakirs and 

Mystics who are annihilated in Allah, is like the sun. How can a 

lamp dare before the sun! Knowledge can be likened to gold and 

silver while the gnosis of Divine Oneness is the sword of iron. 

The job done by the iron sword cannot be done by gold and silver. 

The initial level of an immortal Mystic is that of a practitioner 

scholar while his final level is that of an accomplished Fakir. 

 
Meaning: There are many ways for people to have nearness to 

Allah but the shortest way is to gain control over the heart. 

The writer says that it is the job of imperfects to gain control 

over the heart which is the abode of satanic thoughts, while to 

indulge in miracles and supernatural acts is the job of 

unaccomplished ones. As, the miracles and supernatural acts are 

a source of inclination of the creation and worldly respect and 

honour which prevent a person from the gnosis and closeness of 

Allah. The real job of men of Allah is to annihilate their self and 

gain immortality of soul by eternally drowning in having the 

exact vision of Allah with open eyes.  
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Meaning: Seek the strength of inner senses from Faqr as Allah 

has put this unique efficacy only in Faqr. 

Whoever drowns himself in Divinity, reaches the Divine 

secrets. Then he does not need to remember or invoke Allah 

through physical senses. While following the spiritual way, you 

must be aware of the accomplished and unaccomplished, perfect 

and imperfect. When the perfect spiritual guide blesses a true 

seeker with his attention, spiritually or physically, and grants 

him persuasion and inculcation, the seeker observes that the Ism-

e-Allah Zaat is perfectly inscribed on his existence from head to 

toe. The intense effects of its invocation keep him kindling day 

and night and he even gets the power to grant the same state to 

other seekers by his attention. He beholds the eternal theophanies 

showering upon him like the drops of rain. However, these are 

just the initial levels of Faqr. 

The seeker will gain nothing but imperfection from the 

imperfect guide who is ignorant inwardly and deprived of the 

spiritual life, even if outwardly he is an excellent scholar. 

 
Meaning: Whoever considers that he has reached the destination, 

is in fact far away from it. This misconception is created due to 

the adverse effect of sight of imperfect spiritual guide. 

 
Meaning: One who gains closeness of the perfect spiritual guide, 

attains the Divine presence; as the closeness of spiritual guide 

eventually grants the closeness of Allah taking to His light. 

Whoever reaches the ultimate station of closeness to Allah, 

verily becomes the man of Divine favour. The perfect spiritual 
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guide never indulges his disciples in recital rounds, invocations 

and reflections, rather carries them to the Divine presence right 

away and grants them the observation and eternal union of the 

Divine Essence. It is too difficult to achieve these levels through 

invocations and reflections but for the perfect spiritual guide it is 

too easy to bestow the Divine closeness and presence of the 

Mohammadan Assembly instantly upon the seeker drowning him 

in the gnosis of “None but Allah”. However, only the learned 

and magnanimous seeker who is alert in all states, whether 

ecstasy or vigilance, is qualified for the vision of light of Essence 

and Divine presence. 

 
Meaning: The seeker who attains Oneness with Allah, becomes 

confidant of the Divine secrets. The inspirations descend upon 

him from the station of closeness to Allah and Divine presence. 

Possessor of such exalted levels is the man of Divine 

contemplation. When he contemplates the face of any seeker, 

drowns him in the light of Essence and takes him to the 

Mohammadan Assembly enveloping him in the Divine light by 

the authority of Ism-e-Allah Zaat through the way of gnosis of 

Oneness of Allah. This is the veritable way of Faqr which 

confers the verified levels of gnosis. He can take the seeker to 

any station by the command of Allah i.e. he may carry the seeker 

to the station of pre-existence and show him its spectacle or to 

the station of eternal end and show its spectacle. Or, he may 

show him all the stations from the Throne till the nether regions, 

each and everything between the earth and the skies as well as 

every sphere of the created universe or take him to the station of 

hereafter and let him see the houris and castles of paradise. He 

can also elevate the seeker to the stations of gnosis of Divine 
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Oneness, renunciation (of everything other than Allah) and 

complete trust upon Allah
43

. Allah says; 

 
Meaning: Everyday His glory manifests anew. (Ar-Rahman 29) 

The omnipresent and omniscient spiritual guide can take the 

seeker to any of these levels owing to the Divine presence gained 

through the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and by the power 

of his contemplation, authority, attention, concentration and 

spiritual sight. You must know that the spiritual levels obtained 

through knowledge contain many dangers of demotion
44

 due to 

the worldly ranks gained by it. Similarly, the spiritual ranks 

obtained through invocations also contain many catastrophes and 

dangers of demotion due to the inclination of creation. In the 

perfect Qadri
45

 order, there are neither any dangers of spiritual 

demotion nor the inclination of world or the creation. The 

beginning and end of the Qadri way is based on annihilation in 

Allah and the eternal beneficence of Divine observation and 

union. In this way, just by the stroke of very special loud 

invocation of Islamic creed, the secrets of gnosis of Allah are 

revealed upon the listener at once. It creates such pain of passion 

for Allah whose light makes the invoker and the listener fall 

unconscious for seventy days and each day seventy veils of self 

are removed. So, why would a perfect Qadri disciple who is 

drowned in Divinity need to indulge in forty day seclusion which 

is full of distractions and evil thoughts! 

 

                                                           
43 Quranic term Tawakkal is referred to as trust upon Allah (28) 
44 Refers to mystic term Rujjat (19) 
45 Whenever Sultan Bahoo mentions Qadri order, he actually refers to the Sarwari Qadri 
order. 
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Meaning: The perfect spiritual guide is the man of Divine favour 

and carries the seeker to the Divine favour. While, the imperfect 

guide only seeks wealth. 

 
Meaning: The all-seeing perfect spiritual guide takes the true 

seeker to the Holy Prophet who confers the gnosis of Divine 

Oneness upon him which is must to have the union of Allah.  

The witness for the sage seeker is his Divine presence. Listen 

carefully O‟ dear! In the spiritual way, it is impossible to attain 

the gnosis of Oneness of Allah and exalt to the levels of 

annihilation in Allah, annihilation in Prophet Mohammad and 

annihilation in the spiritual guide without the help of perfect 

Mystic who is immortal with Allah because at every level there 

are various kinds of invocations, observations and states. If 

someone says that in this age, there is not any Saint or Mystic 

who is eligible to take oath of allegiance and give spiritual 

guidance and persuasion then it is just a satanic ruse and a deceit 

of his inciting self. Such people are the egoistic men of lusts who 

deprive others from the gnosis of Allah and presence of the 

Mohammadan Assembly. They are like the spies, brigands and 

waylayers who tell the hidden and cavil at others. Even if they 

are outwardly scholars, inwardly they are ignorant. The Holy 

Prophet said about such scholars;  

 
Meaning: “Beware of the ignorant scholar.” He was asked, 

“Who is the ignorant scholar?” He replied, “One who is scholar 

by tongue but ignorant by heart.” 

Do not watch the apparent misdeeds of the immortal Mystic 

Fakir even if they appear to be a sin to you, watch how close he 
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is to Allah and try to understand the inner reality of his deeds as 

they all are based upon the gnosis of Allah and would grant you 

the gnosis as well. Like the incident of Prophet Moses and Khidr 

mentioned in the Holy Quran in Sura Al-Kahf in which Khidr 

damaged the boat, built the fallen wall and killed the child. All 

three acts were sin in the eyes of Moses but, in fact, Khidr was 

on the righteous way. 

 Do you know that it was the arrogance on knowledge and self-

conceit which deprived the Satan of closeness of Allah and was 

reproached by Allah in these words; 

 
Meaning: And surely My curse is on you till the Day of 

Resurrection. (Saad 78) 

While, the dog of the people of cave was elevated to the 

Divine presence from the minor level (of being an animal) due to 

its love. A man should not be lesser than a dog in the love of 

Allah. Allah says; 

 
Meaning: And We have indeed honoured the children of Adam. 
(Bani-Israil 70) 

In a Qudsi Hadith Allah says; 

 
Meaning: O‟ My slave, love Me and feel comfortable only with 

Me. I am more desirable for you than everything else. 

Worships are of two kinds; (a) the worships which are offered in 

the state of closeness to Allah and are directly accepted by Allah 

(b) the worships which are conveyed to Allah through the angels. 

The worships directly accepted by Allah include attentive 

concentration and authoritative contemplation and are offered with 

inward verification by the soul blessed with Divine favour. The 

invocation of Allah done by the inward carries the invoker from 
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this mortal world to the realm of immortality. The invocation done 

by the soul with passion takes the invoker to Allah and grants him 

the vision of Allah.  

It should be known that when the Fakir is sleeping, he is in fact 

engrossed in the Divine observations and gnosis and is beholding 

the light of Divine Essence unveiled in his dream. When he is 

awake, he is attentive towards beholding Allah visibly with his 

forever alive soul and dead inciting self. When he is reciting the 

Islamic creed  or the Holy Quran or is 

reading the injunctions of Quran and Hadiths, at that time also he 

is consciously having the vision of Allah and is blessed with the 

Divine presence and observations. These levels of vision of 

Allah cannot be explained through examples, they can only be 

experienced. This (state of Fakir) is called the absolute Oneness 

with Allah and is the reason of honour of the children of Adam. 

Such a Fakir who is the noblest of all humans only belongs to the 

nation of Prophet Mohammad. Allah says; 

 
Meaning: And We have indeed honoured the children of Adam. 
(Bani-Israil 70) 

The Islamic creed La illaha ilAllahoo 

Mohammad-ur-Rasoolullah is the source of blessing during 

recitation of Quran and grants closeness to this holy scripture as 

it is the invocation of Rehman-the Most Compassionate. Know 

that there are twenty four letters in the Islamic creed, twenty four 

hours in a day and night and a human breathes twenty four 

thousand times in a day and night. With every breath of the 

immortal Mystic who is man of Divine closeness and possessor 

of contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat, light of Divine vision 

descends upon his heart and all his twenty four thousand breaths 

confer upon him proximity to the light of Divine Essence due to 

his concentration upon the Essence. Such is the man of 

contemplation and concentration Fakir who is the scholar of 
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gnosis and closeness to Allah and the most munificently 

beneficent. The light of Essence is severer than the hell fire and 

consumes all the seven inner and physical parts of the body like 

the fire burns dry sticks.  If, while burning in this light, the Fakir 

puts a glance of wrath, the blaze of his sight would turn the 

entire world from east to west rather all the physical and spiritual 

realms into ash and they would become naught due to the fiery 

theophany of the majesty of Divine Oneness. Commendable is 

the magnanimous existence of Fakir who bears this fire of Ism-e-

Allah Zaat but does not annoy the creation. The Ism-e-Allah Zaat 

is heavier than both the worlds as Allah has said; 

 
Meaning: We presented Our trust before the skies, earth and 

mountains. Everyone refused to bear it, but man (the Universal 

Divine Man) picked it up. No doubt, he is cruel (towards his self) 

and ignorant (of his highest rank near Allah). (Al-Ahzab 72) 

 
Meaning: Ism-e-Allah Zaat is the grandest and heaviest Trust. 

One who bears it, attains to Faqr very quickly. 

 
Meaning: Every common and special person calls the name of 

Allah verbally. Whoever reaches its core and finds its essence 

becomes the perfect Mystic. 
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Meaning: The essence of the Divine name Allah is revealed 

upon the one who invokes it continuously. 

 
Meaning: Allah is the eternal beginning as well as the eternal 

finality. By the contemplation of Divine name , one gains 

immortality. 

 
Meaning: Behold the Divine Essence through the contemplation 

of Ism-e-Allah Zaat so that you become the knower of Allah 

blessed with insight. 

When, due to the excessive contemplation of Ism-e-Allah 

Zaat, the Divine light assimilates in the invoker‟s flesh and 

bones, skin and veins, body and soul and the theophanies affect 

and sustain in his entire existence, his being is enlightened with 

Divine luminosity and becomes One with the Divine name and 

Essence. This Oneness encompasses his existence from head to 

toe and he is liberated from all the veils of self, distractions 

caused due to worldly accidents and the veils of worldly respect. 

Then, his spiritual senses dominate his physical senses and 

become more active. All the undesirable traits are removed from 

his being and the four metaphorical birds i.e. the cock of lust, 

peacock of apparent beauty, pigeon of sensual desires and the 

crow of greed are slaughtered. Complying with them, his self is 

elevated from inciting to repenting and then from inspiring to the 

peaceful self. The following verse of Quran points towards it; 
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Meaning: Take four birds and tame them to feel attached to you. 
(Al-Baqarah 260) 

His inward which has been enlivened by the invocation of 

Allah becomes enthusiastic and excitedly invokes the name of 

Allah. Then, he does not like the voice of people even if it is as 

sweet as the voice of Prophet David (Dawud) and the beauty of 

worldly people appears ugly to him even if it resembles the 

beauty of Prophet Joseph (Yusuf). His self is dominated by his 

inward and adopts spiritual servitude. Allah says; 

 
Meaning: The Day when wealth or progeny will not benefit 

(anyone). But only the one who comes to Allah with the perfect 

and pure inward. (Ash-Shu’ara 88, 89) 

The inward is dominated by the soul and the soul by the secret. 

The self, inward, body, soul, secret and breath all turn to Divine 

light and get engaged in glorification of Allah through invocation 

(of Ism-e-Allah Zaat). This is the concentration of the seeker at 

final level who is worthy to have observation of the Divine light 

of Essence and the closeness of Allah. The Holy Prophet said 

about such concentration; 

 
Meaning: Concentrating for a while is better than the devotions 

of both the worlds. 

When the physical and spiritual eyes become one and the same 

and the duality ends, then the seeker beholds Allah unveiled. 
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Meaning: Which title may suit to the one who is drowned in the 

ocean of Divine love? When a bubble loses its existence, it 

becomes water. 

Know that the real treasure is hidden from common people and 

this treasure is the special command of Allah to have authority 

upon the whole world and religion. The spiritual way of 

contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat leads to the Divine Unity. 

This way is the bestowal of Allah which is not based on 

struggles but on the Divine secrets, it is the beneficence of Allah 

that grants Divine observations without endeavours. It is the grace 

of Allah which does not give pain but confers the treasures of 

Allah. This kindness of Allah is gained by the love and gnosis of 

Allah not by hard work. It is the way of mercy of Allah which is 

not related to invocations rather with Divine presence and 

closeness. It is the benevolence of Allah which is not found by 

reflection but by annihilating the self. This way is the privilege 

of Saints which can never be found by seeking the carrion world 

but by engrossing in the vision of Allah and Divine Oneness. It 

is not the way of worldly pleasures and feasts but the way of 

having the honour of eternal presence of Mohammadan Assembly. 

This way is traversed by the glance and contemplation of spiritual 

guide which vivifies the inward. It is absolved of spiritual 

demotion, rather grants spiritual strength and stability. In this 

way, all the stations of acquiring the Divine attributes and 

closeness of the Essence are attained by doing seventy exercises 

of inscribing Allah‟s name on body
46

 with finger by 

contemplation. This inscribing practice on belly button gives the 

seeker the power to go against inciting self and by doing it on the 

heart and brain, each and every station of the part and Whole 

becomes evident. The existence of the seeker is enlightened by 

this exercise and the secret of Divine light is revealed which 

grants him perfect Jamiat, fulfills the objective of gnosis and 

                                                           
46 Mystically called the Mashq Marqum-e-Wajudia (9) 
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carries him to the Divine Oneness. The method of inscribing 

practice on existence is given below; 
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Meaning: By the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat, entire 

existence converts into the Divine light. The inward becomes 

replete and the soul is forgiven. 

By the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat, all the stations of 

the part and Whole are covered and the spiritual being of the 

seeker becomes mature. Only Allah! Everything other than Allah 

is lust. 

 
Meaning: The secret of this way is found by going against one‟s 

self. One who annihilates his self, gains spiritual sight. 

 
Meaning: When extremity touches the origin, one attains 

accomplishment. His existence becomes the light of Divine 

Unity and he is absolved of all grieves. 

 
Meaning: If you seek the vision of Divine Unity, gain the 

immortality of soul through contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. 

 
Meaning: If you want to find Allah before death, make death 

your companion. 
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The Holy Prophet said; 

 
Meaning: Die before your death.  

This is the level where Faqr is accomplished. By the efficacy 

of contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat, the being of seeker 

transforms into the Divine light and by the inscribing practice of 

Allah‟s name on body, every knowledge and reality of the part 

and Whole is revealed. The perfect Qadri spiritual guide, who is 

man of totality, eternally alive and forever sustained, never 

inclines towards hard mystic exercises and is relieved from the 

pain of emulation and worldly businesses. He is immersed in 

Divinity and is absolutely rid of imperfect following. Life and 

death are same for him. 

 
Meaning: The man of contemplation is blessed with perpetual 

Divine presence. His contemplation immerses him in the Divine 

light. 

Contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat is the Divine favour as well 

as the source of its verification. It is the way to have Divine 

closeness and presence, hence the man of contemplation 

perpetually remains in the company of Allah.  

 
Meaning: The contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat is brighter than 

the sun. It removes all the veils and does not let anything remain 

hidden. 

Contemplation grants Divine observations without any struggle. 
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Meaning: One who is blessed with the efficacy of contemplation 

(of Ism-e-Allah Zaat) becomes the dominant ruler of the worlds. 

By the overpowering effects of contemplation, the inciting self 

is subdued and becomes an obedient slave. Then the seeker can 

converse with Allah within his existence. Due to the Divine 

attention and effect of contemplation, he recognizes his inciting 

self and perishes it, hence it becomes naught. The Holy Prophet 

said; 

 
Meaning: One who recognized his self, he recognized his Holy 

Lord. One who recognized his self by annihilating it, he 

recognized his Holy Lord by becoming immortal with Him. 

Other bestowals of contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat are; 

(a) By its domination, the inward gains strength and closeness 

to Allah 

(b) Soul finds the pleasure of light of the Divine Essence and 

gets salvation from the clutches of inciting self 

(c) All the Divine secrets and observation of diverse lights of 

Divinity are revealed hence it makes the Fakir a man of 

Divine secrets, independent of all desires and indifferent.   

You must know that the foundation of contemplation of Ism-e-

Allah Zaat and Ism-e-Mohammad (the sacred name of 

Prophet Mohammad) lies in the practice of contemplation of the 

Islamic creed . By their contemplation, two 

basic knowledges are exposed initially upon the contemplator; 

the exoteric knowledge of devotions and matters of life and the 
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esoteric knowledge of gnosis of Divine Oneness and observation 

of light of the Divine Essence. The Holy Prophet said; 

 
Meaning: There are two kinds of knowledge; the knowledge 

related to exoteric matters and the inspired knowledge. 

For the exoteric knowledge, the man of contemplation at initial 

level should visit the religious scholars and discuss with them the 

Quranic injunctions and Hadiths. While, to gain the beneficence 

of esoteric knowledge of gnosis of Allah, he should visit the 

Saints. When he would reach the final level by joining the path 

of Faqr and annihilating in Allah, he would become dominant 

over the scholars and Saints. Whoever opposes the esoteric and 

exoteric knowledge of Quran, Hadiths and sharia, is the 

companion of wretched Satan. You must not keep his company. 

The learned scholars, who steadfastly follow the Mohammadan 

religion, are ever present in the Mohammadan Assembly. Some 

of them are aware of it while some are not. Those who are aware 

of it, enjoy the privilege of seeing the Divine beauty of Prophet 

Mohammad and having union with him. While, for those who 

are unaware of their presence in the assembly of his blessed 

closeness, the angels convey their requests and queries and 

present their prayers before the Holy Prophet. 

 
Meaning: O‟ Allah! Accept our prayers for goodness. 

Know that two kinds of seekers gain accomplishment from the 

perfect Fakir; the Mystic scholar and the Fakir seeker who is 

annihilated in Allah. Mystic scholar is the one who has learned 

the entire knowledge of Quran, Hadiths and their exegesis by 

heart and is inwardly blessed with the presence of the 

Mohammadan Assembly where he can meet souls of all the 

Prophets from Prophet Adam till Prophet Mohammad and is 
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allowed by the Holy Prophet to attend the assembly whenever he 

wishes. Fakir seeker-annihilated in Allah is the one whose self 

has completely perished and who is eternally blessed with the 

vision of light of the Divine Essence. 

 
Meaning: The pleasure of vision and closeness of Allah is the 

best of all the pleasures. The pleasures of mortal world are 

worthless as they are transitory. 

 
Meaning: If the origin of existence had not been the Divine 

Essence, none would have reached the pure light of the Essence. 

 

 
Meaning: Seek and converse with the Divine Essence through 

the manifestation of the Essence. You must obliterate everything 

from your inward except the Divine Essence so that you find 

Him through His manifestation and gain the gnosis of light of 

Divine Oneness. 

 
Meaning: O‟ Bahoo! For Allah‟s sake, show us the Divine Essence. 

O‟ seeker! Surpass yourself and attain the vision of Allah being 

present before Him. 
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O‟ dear! You must know that there are four kinds of pleasures 

in the world which give satisfaction to the self but are a veil for 

the gnosis and union of Allah. First is the pleasure of eating 

variety of delicious foods which involves the self in the lust of 

taste. Second is the pleasure of mating which keeps the self 

obsessed with sensual desires. Third is the pleasure of ruling 

over the creation whose lust makes one nuisance for the creation. 

Fourth is the pleasure of gaining excellence in knowledge which 

keeps one engaged in reading. All these pleasures are equally 

delightful for the self. Fifth is the pleasure of gnosis of Allah and 

vision of His light which is gained through the contemplation of 

Ism-e-Allah Zaat. When the fifth pleasure is conferred upon the 

seeker, he forgets all the four pleasures and becomes disgusted 

of them just as a sick person finds food distasteful. 

 
Meaning: Whoever is blessed with the guidance directly from 

the Truth, gets purified of the falsehood and beholds the 

Countenance of Allah wherever he sees. 

 
Meaning: How can the Divine light be exemplified with anything! 

Its symbol is that when one is blessed with it, egoism, arrogance 

and criticism are exterminated from one‟s being.  

 
Meaning: The seeker, who is mentored by the perfect spiritual 

guide, needs none else. He perpetually remains under the kind 

sight of Allah. 
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Meaning: The perfect spiritual guide is the ultimate medium of 

intrinsic and extrinsic guidance. Education and inculcation from 

him is, in fact, from Allah. 

Allah says; 

 
Meaning: You cannot guide whom you wish, It is Allah who 

guides whom He wills. (Al-Qasas 56) 

The source of righteous guidance is only Allah and the Holy 

Prophet, whoever has been blessed with it since eternity is on the 

righteous path. Hence, righteousness is the beneficence, kindness 

and bestowal of Allah. 

 
Meaning: The seeker of Allah must find the spiritual guide who 

is skilled in all aspects and the seeker gains spiritual sanctification 

just on beholding his countenance. 

 
Meaning: There are many seekers and spiritual guides but real 

spiritual guide is the one who takes to the Truth and true seeker 

of Allah is the one who is ready to sacrifice life for his spiritual 

guide. 

Listen! By the beneficence of god given perspicacity, one can 

become proficient in various kinds of knowledge. The knowledge 

of poets is based on wisdom, intellect and consciousness about 

the apparent beauty and outward states. The knowledge of Fakirs 
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is based on gnosis of Allah, spirituality and Divine Oneness. It is 

conferred upon them from the Divine presence by the permission 

of Holy Prophet owing to their closeness to Allah. Although, the 

Saints may not have perfect command over literature but their 

imperfect phrases contain great effectiveness and sweetness. The 

essence of words of Fakirs lies in the Divine command of 

“Be”
47

, the voice of Fakirs is the secret of Divine inspirations 

and the observation of Fakirs is comprehensive of Jamiat and is 

the essence of light of faith. The enemy of Fakirs always remains 

worried. They are blessed with the power of miracles due to their 

union with the Divine beauty. 

Know that it is incumbent upon the seeker of Allah to search 

for the perfect spiritual guide and find him even if he has to travel 

from east corner of the world to the west. The defectiveness of 

an imperfect spiritual guide and his flawed way is visible from 

the effects of his company. The initial and final point of the 

perfect spiritual guide is the same. He is on the straight path and 

possesses the mystic way of contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat 

which leads to the gnosis and closeness of Allah, Divine 

Oneness and the observation of theophanies of the Divine 

Essence. The more people the imperfect spiritual guide makes 

his disciples the more he is disgraced in the world and hereafter 

as he keeps them deprived of the gnosis and closeness of Allah, 

hence ruins them. On the other hand, the more seekers the 

perfect spiritual guide takes as his disciples the more he exalts 

towards the higher levels of closeness to Allah, physically as 

well as spiritually, and becomes the nearest and dearest one to 

Allah. Certainly, there are many spiritual guides who keep their 

disciples engaged in invocations, reflections, meditations, unveiling 

etc. The spiritual guides who worship their self and are 

imprisoned by it are also many. One can also find many spiritual 

guides who are men of devotions and recitations, they deliver 

                                                           
47 Refers to Quranic term Kun (1) 
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Dawat and fill the circles to make charms. Many of them also 

have the power to conquer the creations and capture the jinns 

and supernatural beings. However, the true spiritual guides who 

are blessed with gnosis of Allah, Divine closeness, Jamiat, 

observation of the light of Divine Essence and perpetually 

present in the Mohammadan Assembly are rare. The spiritual 

guide who bestows the vision of Allah is the one who outwardly 

educates the seeker himself but inwardly ennobles him with 

spiritual persuasion from the Holy Prophet. 

What is the difference between education and spiritual 

persuasion? Education grants knowledge while spiritual 

persuasion enlightens one and makes ruler of the world. Four 

kinds of knowledge are acquired outwardly through the Divine 

presence gained by the Ism-e-Allah Zaat and complying with 

each knowledge four kinds of spiritual persuasions are conferred 

by the Holy Prophet inwardly. Firstly, the spiritual guide gives 

the knowledge of contemplation by the blessing of Ism-e-Allah 

Zaat and takes the seeker by his spiritual attention to the 

Mohammadan Assembly esoterically where the Holy Prophet 

blesses him with persuasion which removes all the satanic veils 

and the veils of inciting self from his existence. His inward 

becomes pellucid and everything from pre-existence till the 

eternal end is exposed upon him, hence he can see everything 

clearly. Outwardly, the seeker gains command over the exoteric 

knowledge by the benediction of education of spiritual guide 

while, inwardly he adopts the beautiful morals and clemency of 

the Holy Prophet and gains the inner satisfaction, wisdom, 

perspicacity and eternal presence of Mohammadan Assembly by 

the spiritual persuasion of the Holy Prophet. This is the initial 

level of Qadri order which is bestowed upon the true seeker of 

Allah by the perfect spiritual guide. 

At the second level, the spiritual guide grants the magnificent 

contemplation to the seeker through the education of Divine 
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presence gained by the Ism-e-Allah Zaat and presents him by his 

eternal attention in the Mohammadan Assembly for spiritual 

persuasion. The Holy Prophet asks the seeker to hold his hand 

and confers upon him the spiritual persuasion, hence he cognizes 

the details of the orders given to him intrinsically. Manifestation 

of these levels makes his inward replete and his being is 

absolved. Only the Qadri seeker is destined to be blessed with 

such beatitude. 

At third level, the perfect spiritual guide grants the knowledge 

of mystic reflection and authority to the seeker by the 

benediction of Divine presence gained through Ism-e-Allah Zaat. 

Inwardly, he is blessed with spiritual persuasion by the sacred 

sight of Holy Prophet in the Mohammadan Assembly and he 

drowns him in the ocean of Divine Oneness. The persuasion by 

the sacred sight of Holy Prophet annihilates the self of the seeker 

forever, honours him with the vision of light of the Divine 

Essence and ennobles him with Divine observation and presence 

elevating him to the level of absolute Mystic immortal with 

Allah. He becomes the Fakir who is man of Divine secrets, 

indifferent and independent of all desires. 

At the fourth level, the perfect spiritual guide educates the 

seeker about the gnosis of Divine Oneness by his spiritual 

attention through the power of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and gives him 

the knowledge of special contemplation which is the key of 

totality. Then, he inwardly presents the seeker in the 

Mohammadan Assembly. The Holy Prophet embraces him with 

utmost kindness, blesses him with his beneficent attention and 

grants him privileged levels by his grace. Afterwards, he is 

raised to the status of truthful
48

 and is handed over to the Sultan-

ul-Faqr souls granting him perfect certainty and confirmation. 

By the beneficence and compassion of their Divine light, the 

                                                           
48 Refers to the title Siddiq (29) 
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seeker attains the ultimate Divine closeness and presence and 

exalts to the level of; 

 
Meaning: When Faqr is accomplished that is Allah. 

The Holy Prophet said; 

 
Meaning: Faqr is my pride and Faqr is from me. 

Verse of Quran; 

 
Meaning: My Lord, indeed, I am in need of whatever good you 

would send down to me. (Al-Qasas 24) 

The perfect Fakir who elevates the seeker to this level by 

conferring upon him all the four knowledges and persuasions in 

a moment is eligible to guide the seekers of Allah, otherwise the 

seeker should immediately separate from him because an 

imperfect guide is just a destroyer. He only tells tales and knows 

nothing about the spiritual way of gnosis of Allah i.e. Faqr. 

Being a spiritual guide and a seeker of Allah is not easy. The 

ranks of spiritual guide and seeker of Allah contain great secrets 

of observation of Divinity.  

Listen O‟ blindfolded animal! The perfect and accomplished 

spiritual guide is comprehensive of all the levels of Jamiat and 

has complete authority over all the stations of every realm. Hard 

mystic exercises and struggles are like brigands for the seeker. 

Only one word of perfect spiritual guide can take the true seeker 

of Allah to ultimate Divine propinquity granting him the entire 

gnosis of Allah from beginning till end and accomplishment in 

Divine observations. Hence, it is evident that his words are, in 

fact, the essence of Divine command “Be”. As Allah says; 
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Meaning: He just says to it “Be” and it is. (Maryam 35) 

There are numerous spiritual guides who seek fame and worldly 

honour. Only one out of thousands is the perfect spiritual guide 

because the annihilated in Allah Fakirs who are the Mystic 

scholars are rare in the world. The initial and final level of the 

mystic way of contemplation is the Divine presence. The perfect 

spiritual guide who is man of contemplation, which is the key of 

totality, should reveal the beginning as well as the end upon the 

seeker at once. If the spiritual guide is such an accomplished one 

then the seeker should trust him fully and follow him absolutely 

as ordered in the Hadith; 

 
Meaning: The seeker should handover himself to the spiritual 

guide like a corpse in the hands of the corpse washer. 

Know that if a person‟s heart contains even a speck of love of 

world, he cannot be blessed with love and gnosis of Allah even if 

all the Saints on the earth get together and try it. The more a 

person loves the world the more his inward is polluted with 

hypocrisy, lie, covetousness, conceit, greed, jealousy, lust and 

arrogance. The Holy Prophet said; 

 
Meaning: The person whose inward contains even a speck of 

arrogance, will not enter the heaven. (Muslim 267) 

How can one‟s inward be sanctified and what are the attributes 

of a pure inward? The seeker who always does the inscribing 

practice of Allah‟s name on body along with the contemplation 

of Ism-e-Allah Zaat, gets rid of all the undesirable attributes like 

the covetousness, greed, conceit, arrogance etc. and his inward is 

purified of the evil whispers, depraving obsessions and satanic 
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thoughts. Whoever‟s inward is purged by the dominance of 

contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat, gets liberated from the 

satanic hold, evil whispers and depraving obsessions. Then he 

perpetually remains in the company of Allah with true heart and 

becomes enlightened and ruler upon the self. This is the 

beneficence of inscribing practice of Allah‟s name on body 

which is bestowed just in beginning upon the true seeker by the 

perfect Fakir. That is to say, by the knowledge of contemplation 

of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and the Divine presence gained through it, 

the inward of the seeker of Allah is enlightened and everything is 

exposed upon him. By the inward practices, the hidden states of 

graves are disclosed upon the seeker, he is blessed with the 

unveiled Divine presence and becomes favourite in the court of 

Allah by His grace. He is exalted to the absolute level of 

immortal Mystic and gains the power of all-seeing. Hence, he 

can see each and everything from the Throne till the nether 

regions as well as all the treasures of the world and hereafter 

manifest before him. On watching their reality, his heart is 

sickened of them and he becomes independent of all desires. 

Fakir holds the status of the Man of Allah. As, the seekers of 

world are eunuchs, the seekers of hereafter are like the women, 

only the seekers of Allah are men. When the Fakir diverts from 

everyone towards Allah only, his inward gains Jamiat and all the 

sensual traits are completely terminated. Then his spiritual 

attention becomes stronger. The person or matter, whether 

religious or worldly, whom he blesses with his attention, starts 

progressing day by day and this progress continues till the 

Doomsday. This is called the perfect Divine favour. Whoever 

knows this verified way of enlightened attention, does not at all 

need to pray or recite Dawat for worldly wealth or people. This 

is the final level of righteousness and sainthood. Allah says; 

 
Meaning: Peace upon him who followed the guidance. (Ta-Ha 47) 
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The verse refers to the immortal Mystics. Only Allah! 

Everything other than Allah is lust. 

 
Meaning: O‟ Bahoo! The way of Divine secrets is not at all 

difficult for the perfect spiritual guides. They can take the true 

seekers of Allah to the destination with their single glance. 

Get to know that the perfect Fakir, who is the immortal Mystic 

and the man of contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat, views 

everything candidly. He feels embarrassed to enclose himself in 

a closet for forty day seclusion because such devotions make the 

inciting self stronger and more hypocritical. Seclusion is 

endangered with distractions and evil thoughts. The accomplished 

and perfect Mystic does not need to adopt forty day seclusion as 

he is dominant over the world, inciting self and the cursed Satan. 

 
Meaning: Seclusion contains distractions while enclosing in a 

closet creates veils. One blessed with enlightened insight should 

not indulge in these troubles. 

 
Meaning: The seeker who drowns in the Divine Oneness is 

blessed with the company of Holy Prophet. His inward gains 

Divine presence and becomes strong due to the closeness and 

seclusion with Allah. 
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Meaning: The distinguished men of Allah are liberated of all 

veils, hence they behold Allah unveiled. Whoever imprisons 

himself in seclusion, gets ruined spiritually. 

 
Meaning: O‟ Bahoo! For Allah‟s sake acquaint us with the secret 

of Divine command “Be”. One who becomes the confidant of 

this secret, his every word is the command of “Be”. 

Allah says; 

 
Meaning: He just says to it “Be” and it is. (Maryum 35) 

Hadith; 

 
Meaning: When Faqr is accomplished that is Allah. 

The words of Fakir contain the essence of Divine command 

“Be” i.e. whatever he decrees to happen, happens by Allah‟s 

ordain. However, there is a condition to it that the Fakir who is 

man of word must have complete gnosis of every station of 

Divine Oneness as well as that of the Divine command of “Be” 

owing to his proximity to Allah and he must be immersed in the 

Divine light and annihilated in Allah. Or, the Fakir who is man 

of command of “Be” should be drowned in the Divine presence 

and must see everything unveiled and get answers for all his 

requests from Divinity. Words of such a Fakir are reminiscent 

of; 
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Meaning: The Pen has written whatever is destined to happen 

and its ink has dried. 

That is to say, words of Pen divulge from his tongue. Every 

word that comes out of his mouth is written with the eternal ink. 

The effect of his words keeps increasing day by day and never 

end till the Doomsday. The Holy Prophet said; 

 
Meaning: The tongue of Fakirs is the sword of Rehman.  

As, their physical, inward and spiritual tongue has become the 

same by the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat becoming the 

tongue of secret. The Mystic scholars, who are in fact the Fakirs 

annihilated in Allah, have perished their self and are perpetually 

engrossed in the vision of Allah. In the mystic way of gnosis and 

Divine observations, the Fakirs and men of spirituality do not 

need to listen to the voices of supernatural beings to get 

information from them. They are the seekers of vision of Allah 

and are ever engrossed in it. Only Allah! Everything other than 

Allah is lust. 

 
Meaning: Do you know from where the sustenance comes? It is 

provided by Allah. Then why do people beg from door to door 

for every bite? 

 
Meaning: The sight of perfect Mystic is the alchemy of gold and 

silver. If you go to his door, he will make you the man of insight. 
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Meaning: Allah has blessed me infinitely with His kindness. 

Now I have no worries whatever is my state. 

 
Meaning: Begging from door to door, I disgrace my self for the 

sake of Allah. 

 
Meaning: Immeasurable treasure lies under the feet of Faqr. The 

step of Faqr is upon the heads of kings of world. 

 
Meaning: Faqr is the secret of Truth which is found from the 

Truth and takes to the Truth. Tablet of inward is the page upon 

which the knowledge of Faqr is inscribed 

 
Meaning: By the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat, the soul is 

purged and blessed with the vision of Allah. 
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Meaning: How can the Unparalleled Entity be bound in an 

example! Whoever tries to do so, faces decline. 

 
Meaning: O‟ Bahoo! When the soul becomes alive by the kind 

attention of Allah, it is blessed with eternal vision of Allah. 

What do we mean by gnosis of Allah? Gnosis means to 

recognize. One who recognizes Allah, in fact attains to the vision 

of Allah. One who attains to the vision of Allah, reaches Allah. 

Whoever reaches Allah, drowns in the light of Divine Oneness 

and tastes the pleasure of gnosis and vision of Allah. Whoever 

achieves the gnosis of Allah becomes the immortal Mystic. 

Then, his spiritual eyes are eternally engrossed in the vision of 

Allah and he obeys sharia vigilantly and quietly. These levels of 

gnosis of Allah are the destiny of Mystic scholars and Fakir 

Saints. By the attention, sight, contemplation, reflection and 

authority of the Mystic scholars, the seeker becomes the Mystic 

scholar on the very first day. By the sight, attention, authority, 

contemplation and reflection of the Saints, the seeker reaches the 

level of a Saint on the very first day. The Holy Prophet said; 

 
Meaning: One who recognizes his Holy Lord becomes silent. 

Allah says; 

 
Meaning: Verily, the Friends of Allah will not have any fear, nor 

will they grieve. (Yunus 62) 

Qudsi Hadith; 

 

Meaning: Leave your self and be exalted. 
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World is the cursed Satan, filthy and carrion. 

 
Meaning: How can I believe unless I behold with my own eyes! 

One whose spiritual eyes are not opened, views every matter 

according to the desires of his inciting self.    

 
Meaning: The physical eyes filled with blood and water are 

meant to see dreams. The light of inner eyes is needed for the 

gnosis of Allah which is gained from the light of the eyes of 

perfect Fakir. 

 
Meaning: Wherever I see, I behold the light of Divine Essence. 

One glance of perfect Mystic elevates to the Divine presence. 

 
Meaning: If the man of Divine secrets (i.e. the perfect spiritual 

guide) blesses you with his powerful spiritual attention, you will 

attain to the Faqr which would make you independent and 

indifferent to all desires. 
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Meaning: Eyes are of two kinds, the physical and spiritual. When 

both become the same, duality ends and they behold only the 

One. 

 
Meaning: Your own self is like the wall of Alexander between 

you and Allah. When you will remove yourself from in between 

you and Allah, you will behold Him evidently. 

 
Meaning: When all the veils are raised, one gains wisdom. 

Drown in the Ism-e-Allah Zaat to sanctify your inward. 

 
Meaning: The invocations, reflections and knowledge are all 

veils. Surpass the invocation and reach the One whom you are 

invoking. 

 
Meaning: The invocation without recognition of the invoked 

Entity creates further veils. One who drowns in the Divine 

Oneness, succeeds. 
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Meaning: Immersion in Divinity makes one Divine. Behold the 

Divinity by immersing in It so that you become the Mystic 

blessed with the vision of Allah. 

The heart and soul of the strong seeker of Allah are passionate 

for the vision of Allah and his every breath remains engrossed in 

it. The seeker desired by Allah keeps imploring; 

 
Meaning: We are passionate for your vision, can we have more, 

can we have more? 

 
Meaning: The eyes are engrossed and inward is drowned in the 

Divine vision. When both become the same, the vision becomes 

clearer for the beholder. 

If you have got the sight of Faqr, then turn towards the vision of 

Allah otherwise do not object upon the people of Divine vision 

and Faqr nor deny their grand status. It would destroy and 

disgrace you in both the worlds. 

 
Meaning: Beware! Don‟t laugh at the true Mystics as their 

inwards are pure and pellucid like mirror. One who laughs at the 

mirror, actually laughs at himself. 

The blind is unable to see anything even if he is brought before 

the sun or mirror thousand times. Same is true for the people 

having dead soul, they remain spiritually blind till the end of life. 

Allah says; 
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Meaning: And whoever is blind (to the vision of Allah) here (in 

this world) will remain blind in the hereafter as well. (Bani-Israil 72) 

 
Meaning: One needs to have the inner eyes for the gnosis of 

Allah. The physical eyes are even possessed by the cattle. 

Allah says; 

 
Meaning: The sight (of your Prophet) did not incline aside, nor 

did it transgress (its limit). (Al-Najm 17) 

 
Meaning: Forget the world and do not incline towards the 

hereafter. Just stay attentive towards Allah which is the way of 

Mystics having certain faith. 

If writer of any book is an immortal Mystic and perfect Fakir, 

his writing would contain spiritual efficacy which would affect 

the entire being of reader making him enlightened. His inner 

eyes would open and he would be blessed with insight becoming 

perfect practitioner as well as the ruler upon self. If the book 

contains perfect efficacy, the reader would gain gnosis of Allah 

by reading it and the observation of theophanies would be 

exposed upon him elevating him to the closeness and ultimate 

union of Allah.  
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Meaning: No knowledge is better than the knowledge of exegesis. 

No exegesis is useful without spiritual efficacy. 

 
Meaning: If the reader‟s inward is not enlightened by reading the 

exegesis, it means the exegesis is void of efficacy. 

If the scholar who has written books of exegesis, lacks efficacy 

then it shows that he is a hypocrite. If anyone adopts forty day 

seclusions and gains spiritual efficacy through them without 

having the knowledge of exegesis, he would at last be demoted 

and would die as a lunatic or would turn infidel. An ignorant can 

never become a Mystic or Fakir while a Fakir can never be an 

ignorant. 

 
Meaning: Keep learning knowledge from mother‟s lap till you 

reach the grave. Knowledge has no bounds even if one gains it 

from pre-existence till the eternal end. 

Knowledge is the best friend. An ignorant Fakir is the 

companion of Satan. 

 
Meaning: The exoteric knowledge is like milk while the esoteric 

knowledge is like sugar. If you mix both, you will find it sweeter 

than honey. 

That perfect practitioner is entitled to recite Dawat whose 

existence is pardoned and whose spiritual self has reached the 

Divine presence and is blessed with closeness and unveiled 
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vision of Allah. He must be a man of effective attention by the 

Divine favour, man of verified contemplation as well as man of 

authority, truthfulness and reflection. Truthful is the immortal 

Mystic who is annihilated in Allah, engrossed in Ism-e-Allah 

Zaat, inwardly blessed with Divine observation and surrounded 

in the theophanies of light of Divine Essence. Only such a person 

is eligible to recite Dawat at the graves of spiritually alive Saints. 

In order to deliver Dawat, when such a perfect possessor of 

Dawat goes to the grave which is like a naked sword, he sits near 

the grave and recites Sura Al-Mulk, Sura Ya-Sin, Sura Al-

Muzzammil or any verses of the Holy Quran which he has learnt 

by heart and becomes fully attentive towards the soul in the 

grave. If the reciter of Dawat is dominant over the soul, it would 

stand obediently before the reciter while he is reciting Quran and 

listen respectfully. If the reciter is imperfect, the soul would sit 

before him at a distance of one span and listen to the Quran 

obediently. At that time, if the reciter of Dawat imprisons the 

soul by the method prescribed in the spiritual knowledge, that 

soul wound never be relieved from his incarceration and would 

come to him whenever he orders. The spiritually alive and 

immortal Mystic who is omniscient man of inward possesses so 

much power and Divine favour that if all the jinns, humans, 

angels and every creature on the entire earth join together, he 

would dominate them as well as all the physical and spiritual 

realms. When the man of Dawat upon whom everything is 

exposed, recites Dawat, all the souls of Prophets, Companions, 

Saints, Ghawth
49

, Aqtab
50

, martyrs, Abdal
51

, Awtad
52

, Fakirs, 

Dervishes, Mystics, true believers and Muslims from Prophet 

Adam till Prophet Mohammad as well as those who will come 

till the Doomsday, whether present in the physical world or the 

spiritual world, surround him arraying in rows and recite Dawat 

                                                           
49, 50, 51, 52 Saints on the panel of Sufi hierarchy (24) 
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along with him. He meets and shakes hand with all of them and 

remains in their company during life and after death. Only such a 

man of inward upon whom everything is exposed can recite this 

great Dawat because he is permitted by Allah to deliver Dawat 

at the shrines and has been granted the authority to incarcerate 

all the souls by the blessing of Quran. Whoever claims to be 

proficient in reciting Dawat but is unaware of this method of 

delivering the Dawat, certainly knows nothing about the 

veritable way of Dawat. Those would be ruined in the world and 

hereafter who agonize the Fakir who is man of Dawat and 

Divine presence and is dominant upon the spiritual world. 

Know that there are four kinds of silence; first is the silence of 

the arrogant and cruel worldly people who do not talk to the 

humble, oppressed, Gharib
53

, Miskeen
54

 and Fakir due to the 

haughtiness of their inciting self. The Holy Prophet said about 

the oppressed and Miskeen; 

 
Meaning: O‟ Allah make me among the oppressed not the 

oppressors.           

 
Meaning: O‟ Allah! Let me live as a Miskeen, die as a Miskeen 

and raise me among the Masakeen
55

 on the Doomsday. (Sunnan-e-

Ibn-e-Maja 4126) 

Mystically, Gharib is the one whose being is purified of all the 

undesirable traits such as falsehood, backbiting, filthiness, wrath, 

etc. Shikista is the one who has put the collar of Allah‟s 

                                                           
53 Literally Gharib means poor but mystically it refers to the Fakir who has nothing 

except Allah.  
54 Literally Miskeen means indigent or meek person but mystically it refers to the Saint 

who stays with Allah permanently, as Miskeen is derived from the Arabic word Sakin 

which literally means “stationery” or “staying at one place” 
55 Plural of Miskeen. 
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obedience around his neck and Miskeen is the title given to all 

the Saints from Allah almighty. 

Second kind of silence is adopted to hide one‟s shortcomings. 

Such a person uses his silence for self-exhibition and is like a 

self-seller. Outwardly, he displays himself as a composed person 

but inwardly he is perplexed because of lack of gnosis of Allah. 

Piety and dervishism of such people is just a deceit and wile. 

They create the illusion of their knowledge through silence, 

superficial clemency and peaceful attitude and use it as a snare to 

trap people, but in fact, it is just out of their arrogance. 

Third is the silence of those who are ever attentive towards 

their alive inward which is engrossed in concentration, invocation, 

reflection and meditation. Such an inward perpetually remains 

with Allah and gets inspirations about the Divine command “Be‟ 

and messages from the day of Divine covenant
56

. They remain 

silent because their eyes are ever occupied in having the candid 

vision of Allah and they are conjoined in Divine propinquity. 

Allah says; 

 
Meaning: He is the Rehman (Most Compassionate) established 

above the Throne. (Ta-Ha 5) 

 
Meaning: The inward of true believer is the Throne of Allah, 

behold Him in the inward. Know this with the truth of certainty 

that Allah‟s attention remains upon the inward. 

                                                           
56 In pre-existence, Allah took the promise from the souls to always consider Him their 
Lord and Master by asking, “Am I not your Creator and Provident?” and the souls 

replied, “Yes! You are.” (Verse 172, Sura A‟raf). That promise is referred to as Wada-e-

Alast i.e. the Divine covenant (4) 
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Fourth is the silence of those who behold Allah unveiled and 

whose souls are passionately blazing due to His ardent love. They 

suffer agonies for the Beloved and have absorbed themselves in 

the gnosis of Allah forgetting their self, the creation, Satan and 

the world. Such silence is mandatory upon the immortal Mystics 

who are immersed in Divine Oneness and light of vision of 

Allah. Silence is their seclusion with Allah. Spiritually, they are 

ecstatic for Allah but physically they are vigilant in following 

sharia and repent thousand times from heresy and disobeying 

sharia. Their invocation contains boundless passion for Allah 

which makes them unique with Allah. Talking uselessly and 

excessively causes spiritual demotion. The imperfects have no 

gnosis of Allah as they are void of the wisdom gained through 

Divine presence and closeness of Allah. The Holy Prophet said; 

 
Meaning: Do not say the words of wisdom before the ignorant. 

In this Hadith, ignorant refer to those deprived of the mystic 

knowledge and the esoteric knowledge of gnosis and union of 

Allah.  

Ahadith; 

 
Meaning: One who recognizes his Holy Lord becomes silent. 

 
Meaning: Silence is the foundation of peace. 
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Meaning: Silence is the crown of true believers. Whoever kept 

silent, remained safe and found salvation. Silence grants closeness 

to Allah. Silence makes friend of Allah. Silence means conversing 

with Allah inwardly. Silence revives the knowledge. Silence 

brings goodness. Silence is the key to paradise. Silence is 

fortification against evil of Satan. Silence is wisdom. Silence is 

purity of soul. Silence kills the inciting self. Silence gives life to 

the inward. Silence is safety for the soul. Silence is the light of 

Divine guidance. Silence is the fruit of faith. Salvation of creation 

lies in silence. Silence is seclusion in Divine Oneness. Silence is 

comprehensive of Jamiat. 

 
Meaning: The Mystics do not move their lips, they just behold the 

Countenance of Allah. Their sight perpetually remains upon Allah. 

 
Meaning: Whoever keeps talking about other than Allah, his voice 

becomes like that of donkey. Silence is seclusion with Allah in 

which He reveals His secrets. 

 
Meaning: The Mystics keep conversing with Allah and never 

reveal the Divine secrets even if they are beheaded.  
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Meaning: O‟ Bahoo! Physically they remain among the people but 

spiritually they talk to Allah. On accomplishment of inward, their 

spiritual and physical being becomes the same. 

 
Meaning: Those blessed with the vision of Allah keep it in their 

eyes. You can have the vision of Allah from their eyes by the 

beneficence of their company. 

 
Meaning: To have the vision of Allah, look into the eyes of perfect 

Mystic. Verily, he can bless everyone with insight through his 

sight. 

 
Meaning: O‟ jurist! Like Khidr, give verdict justly about the one 

who claims that he has attained the vision of Allah. 

 
Meaning: One must observe one‟s reality in a pellucid mirror (the 

pure inward of a perfect Mystic). The mirror shows reflection of 

every face clearly, whether it is beautiful or ugly.  
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Meaning: Single glance of an omniscient spiritual guide makes one 

the beholder of Allah and grants the presence of Mohammadan 

Assembly. 

 
Meaning: It is the way of perfect spiritual guide that he grants the 

vision of Divine light and carries you to the Divine presence by 

his single glance. 

 
Meaning: Indulging in invocations and reflections prevents one 

from attaining to Allah. While, to gain the power of miracles and 

unveiling is the lust of inciting self.  

 
Meaning: Beholding the Exact Divinity with the eyes of Divinity 

is a deep secret. Whoever is blessed with the vision of Allah, 

perpetually remains in the state of prayer. 

 
Meaning: Fifty five special beneficences of Allah descend every 

moment. Whoever remains in the state of prostration, gains them. 

Such a man of contemplation, spiritual authority, attention and 

concentration gains the gnosis of Divine Oneness crossing the 

levels of spiritual separation and isolation and becomes unique 

and lone. The spiritual, evident, visionary, experiential and 

compassionate levels are all different from each other. 
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Meaning: Khidr is hidden from the creation but the Mystic 

possessing the secrets of Allah is hidden even from Khidr. 

Allah says in a Qudsi Hadith 

 
Meaning: Some of My Saints remain concealed beneath My 

robe. No one knows them except Me. 

The four kinds of silence are mentioned again; 

First is the silence of cruel and arrogant worldly people who do 

not like to talk to the poor and oppressed due to their hypocrisy, 

pride and lusts of inciting self. The Holy Prophet said;  

 
Meaning: O‟ Allah make me among the oppressed not the 

oppressors.           

Second is the silence of self-selling mentors who have no esoteric 

knowledge. They adopt silence deceitfully and cunningly to 

conceal their shortcomings. Hadith; 

 
Meaning: I seek refuge of Allah from the wrath of the Clement. 

Third kind of silence is adopted by the true believers who are the 

inward invokers, they remain engrossed in sanctifying their 

inward of every kind of filth and hypocrisy through the mediums 

of meditation, invocation and reflection. 

Fourth is the silence of man of contemplation who beholds Allah 

evidently and is eternally drowned in Divinity having the gnosis 

of Allah. The immortal Mystic gets orders directly from Allah 

and Prophet Mohammad through inspirations. This state of 
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inspiration is depicted from his words as he speaks what he 

listens from Allah. He sees around if ordered otherwise 

obediently remains attentive towards the gnosis of Allah with all 

his senses.   

You must know that there are two kinds of invocation; one is 

the declining invocation and other is the everlasting invocation 

of Allah. The gnosis, closeness and union of Allah are conferred 

upon the seeker whose being is blessed with the everlasting 

invocation of Allah. The veils of inciting self, creation, world 

and Satan are declined and removed from his existence. Hence, 

he is purged of duality and becomes One with Allah. This is the 

explanation of the everlasting invocation of Allah which makes 

the inward thriving. Felicitations for the one who is blessed with 

this invocation! 

 
Meaning: If anyone claims that he does the everlasting invocation 

of Allah, then his claim can be verified by observing that he has 

been absolved of conceit and has become pure inwardly. 

Each and every breath of such a true invoker of Allah is 

absorbed in the invocation of Allah. He keeps doing the rounds 

of invocation in the company of Allah by His order. The sound 

of music or voice of any creation does not appeal him even if it 

is beautiful and sweet like the voice of Prophet David because he 

is always attentive towards listening to Allah. Likewise, none of 

the beautiful and stunning features of the creation attract him 

even if they are gorgeous like the beauty of Prophet Joseph 

because his eyes are passionately engrossed in beholding the 

light of Divine beauty and seek it more and more. He mostly 

remains silent because he is inwardly conversing with Allah 

about the words of Allah. If he speaks, only the words of Truth 
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come out of his mouth otherwise he keeps quiet even if he is 

offered the Solomon empire against his each word.      

 
 Meaning: I remember the advice of my spiritual guide that 

everything except the remembrance of Allah is a total waste. 

 
Meaning: Wealth is granted to the greedy dogs and luxuries to 

the donkeys. We are saved from these things, so we watch their 

spectacle sitting peacefully.  

By the eternal Divine power and beneficence, Ism-e-Azam
57

  is 

inscribed upon the core of heart. Ism-e-Azam is the immortal and 

forever sustained Divine name. Allah says; 

 
Meaning: They are those upon whose hearts He has inscribed 

faith. (Al-Mujadilah 22) 

The reality and magnificence of the Divine name Ism-e-Azam 

is known only to the one upon whose heart it is inscribed and 

who is blessed with the proximity of Rehman. Contemplation of 

non-creation Ism-e-Allah Zaat raises the light of magnificent 

faith from the heart which envelops the entire being of seeker 

with the Divine light. Everything other than Allah erases from 

his existence and his every organ reflects the light of Allah. 

                                                           
57Ism-e-Azam literally means the greatest name of Allah amongst His ninety nine 
beautiful names. It is the name which contains all His powers and whose recitation solves 

all the problems. Mystics confirm that Ism-e-Azam refers to Ism-e-Allah Zaat because 

no other name of Allah is more powerful than the Divine name . 
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EXPLANATION OF THE INWARD INVOKER  

Know that the soul of inward invoker is eternally alive. It has 

gained endless immortality in life and after death. Such invoker 

safely crosses the Sirat
58

 bridge in dream, enters the heaven and 

gets blessed with the vision of Allah. Whoever is conferred the 

Divine vision in dream, in the inward or during meditation and 

then he drowns in the light of Oneness of the Divine Essence, his 

soul becomes alive forever, in life as well as after death. Even in 

the grave, he remains safe from decaying, neither the dust 

touches him nor the insects. On the Doomsday, he will be raised 

from the grave in perfect health as if someone has awoken from 

deep sleep. When such a man of alive soul blessed with the 

vision of Allah will rise from the grave in the state of absorption 

in Divine ecstasy, he would be striking his head on the Throne 

and would hold upon the Holy Prophet. The Holy Prophet would 

say to him, “O‟ inward invoker having alive soul! The inward of 

Fakir is eternally immortal. You are an ardent lover of Allah and 

have been passionate for His vision. It is Doomsday, beware and 

be wise, do not lose your consciousness.” He will then enter the 

Mohammadan Assembly held in the heaven where his immortal 

soul would be honoured with the ultimate levels of vision of 

Allah and his sight would then never ever turn away from Allah. 

One who does not hold these attributes cannot be considered 

possessor of alive inward and immortal soul.  

 
Meaning: Seek the secret invocation from the inward invoker as 

he is the confidant of Divine secrets. 

                                                           
58 Sirat in Arabic means a way or a road; according to traditions, it is a bridge or road 
which passes from the top of hell. In a Hadith, it is stated that the Sirat bridge is thinner 

than a hair, sharper than a sword and hotter than fire. In the hereafter, every human would 

be made to cross it, the true believers will pass over it quickly, some will cross it with 
difficulty while others will slip and fall down in the pits of hell. 
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The perfect Fakir has seven signs; 

(1) Outwardly he seems indigent but inwardly he is independent 

of all desires 

(2) Outwardly he is needy and meek but inwardly he is rich and 

generous 

(3) Physically he is sorrowful but spiritually he has authority 

over all the treasures 

(4) Apparently he seems an implorer but inwardly he is the 

immortal Mystic having perfect union with Allah 

(5) Exoterically he seems unaware of the worldly knowledge but 

esoterically he is an excellent Mystic scholar  

(6) In the physical world he is unknown but spiritually he is 

famous in the eighteen thousand realms 

(7)  Apparently he seems a follower but intrinsically he is the 

man of Divine Oneness. 

Whatever you need, seek it from the Fakir. Only a Fakir can 

recognize another Fakir by the signs of his sincerity, true faith, 

inner desire for Allah, attribute of keeping the secrets, knowledge, 

wisdom and spiritual strength of Divine presence. Fakir is the 

key of totality. His recitals are Divine by the benediction of 

Divine presence. His inspiration is Divine light being the Divine 

inspiration; his invocation is light being the Divine invocation; his 

reflection is light being the Divine reflection; his contemplation is 

light being the Divine contemplation; his attention is light being 

the Divine attention; his concentration is light being the Divine 

concentration; his authority is light being the Divine authority, 

his voice is light being the Divine voice; his sight is light being 

the Divine sight; his secrets are light being the Divine secrets; 

his observations are light being the Divine observations; his 

hands are light being the hands of Divinity; his inward is light 

being the Divine inward; his soul is light being the Divine soul; 

his secret (the subtle inner part) is light being the Divine secret; 

his self is light being the Divine self; his ears are light being the 
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ears of Divinity; his gnosis is light being the Divine gnosis; his 

closeness is light being the Divine closeness; his presence is light 

being the Divine presence; his beneficence is light being the 

Divine beneficence; his graciousness is light being the Divine 

graciousness; his bestowal is light being the Divine bestowal and 

his Jamiat is light being the Divine Jamiat. All these Divine 

lights contain the contemplation of Divine Essence. At every 

station of the Divine light, there are thousands of theophanies of 

light of Divine presence which enlighten the seeker. The true 

seeker, upon whom these lights descend, becomes capable in just 

a moment to have the evident vision of Allah. The Fakir 

possessing all the levels of perfect Saints and Fakirs in both the 

worlds is the one who knows the key to all the esoteric and 

exoteric knowledges. If he blesses someone, he bestows entire 

treasures upon him and makes him independent of all desires. 

EXPLANATION OF CONTEMPLATION 

The veritable contemplation grants Divine secrets without struggle 

and gnosis of Allah without any hard work. Contemplation is 

closeness of Allah without restlessness. Contemplation is like the 

lesson of beginners whose every word confers the closeness of 

Allah and presence of the Mohammadan Assembly. The initial 

lesson of contemplation takes the man of contemplation to the 

station of no station in the very beginning granting him the 

Divine closeness and boundless guidance. Contemplation of the 

Rehman circumambulates the inward which has become like 

Madina due to its purity. The visible contemplation of Divinity is 

a bestowal of Allah which makes the seeker unique and isolated 

spiritually from all. It is eternal bliss for the soul and beneficence 

for the secret (Sir‟r). It bestows the secrets of Divine closeness, 

all levels of Jamiat and perfect trust upon Allah as well as shows 

the Divine beauty of beloved Prophet Mohammad peace be upon 

him. Following are different kinds and levels of contemplation; 
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Contemplation of the spiritual divers, contemplation of those 

who seek help and redress, contemplation of the Ghawth i.e. those 

who help and redress other‟s grievance, contemplation of the Qutb 

i.e. the spiritual pivot, contemplation of the sincere ones, 

contemplation of life, contemplation of death, contemplation of 

Divine Oneness, contemplation of spiritual separation, 

contemplation of isolation, contemplation of the Dawat, 

contemplation of the Divine favour, the veritable contemplation, 

contemplation of the spiritual way, contemplation which is 

comprehensive of all levels of Jamiat, contemplation which is the 

key to all solutions, contemplation which elevates spiritually, 

contemplation of reflection, contemplation which annihilates the 

self, contemplation of  the inward, contemplation of the soul, 

contemplation of the secret, contemplation which grants 

immortality after immortality, contemplation which grants 

annihilation after annihilation, the beneficent contemplation, the 

bountiful contemplation, contemplation of the Divine Essence, 

contemplation of the Divine attributes and the contemplation of 

Totality. 

The seeker who covers all these levels of contemplation in just 

one step and one moment by the grace of perfect spiritual guide, 

gains their beneficence comprehensively and entirely. His spiritual 

being becomes mature and magnanimous. Hence, he acquires the 

veritable marvels of the Mystic scholars and immortal Fakirs. 

The perfect, accomplished and supreme Mystic is the great rider 

holding the naked sword of contemplation through which his 

alive inward views the spectacle of both the worlds. His pure 

soul is awake and is entitled to have the observation of Divine 

presence and vision of the light of Holy Lord. 
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Meaning: Whoever becomes accomplished in contemplation, is 

blessed with ultimate union of Allah. His sight becomes Divine 

and is blessed with the vision of Divine beauty. 

 
Meaning: One who does the invocation of Allah crazily, 

forgetting everything else, all the layers of earth and skies, the 

Throne and the Chair come under his feet. 

The scholars of jurisprudence and the tale tellers may hold 

high ranks outwardly but inwardly they are totally unaware of 

the spiritual states of gnosis of Allah. Whoever heedfully follows 

the sharia of Prophet Mohammad even during spiritual ecstasy, 

finds the essence of gnosis of Allah. He becomes the man of 

Divine favour, companion of the Truth and beholder of the 

vision of Allah with open eyes. Trust worthy is the one whose 

secret (the subtle inner part) is set right. Such a seeker views 

everything from pre-existence till the eternal end and from world 

till the hereafter and is blessed with observation of the light of 

Divine Essence. He is vigilant against the heresy and 

illegitimates and repents from loving the world thousand times. 

The seeker whose inner eyes are enlightened by the eternal 

beneficence, is blessed with the vision of Allah. Then nothing 

remains hidden or secret from his enlightened eyes. Concealing 

the truth is infidelity and polluting the religion with falsehood is 

polytheism. We seek refuge of Allah from it. 

Do you know what the ultimacy of the perfect Fakir is? His 

recitals are by the power of Allah; his recitation of Quran is by 

the power of Allah; his prayer is by the power of Allah; his 

invocation is by the power of Allah; his reflection is by the 

power of Allah; his Divinity is by the power of Allah, his 

inspiration is by the power of Allah; his Divine presence is by 

the power of Allah; his contemplation is by the power of Allah; 
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his authority is by the power of Allah; his secrets are the secrets 

of Allah, his sight is by the power of Allah; his observation is by 

the power of Allah; his light is by the power of Allah; his 

immersion in the Divine Oneness is by the power of Oneness of 

Allah; his invocation by tongue is by the power of Divine 

invocation as he is annihilated in Allah and always with Allah; 

his spiritual invocation is by the power of spiritual invocation of 

Divinity; his self is annihilated by the power of immortality of 

Allah; his secret (the subtle inner part) is the Divine secret by the 

power of Allah; his beneficence is Divine by the power of Allah. 

All these are the graciousness and bestowals of Allah upon him. 

These levels are all Divine light being the levels of Divinity. 

At every level, there are further infinite lights of Divinity which 

make the being of the seeker entirely forgiven and bless him 

with presence before Allah. He remains anonymous among the 

people but inwardly becomes manifested and popular in eighteen 

thousand realms. 

 
Meaning: Faqr is the Divine light; its light makes its seeker light 

as well. His physical and spiritual being transforms into light and 

is pardoned completely. 

 
Meaning: Faqr is one of the great secrets of Allah which grants 

Divine presence to the body and soul of the seeker during prayer. 
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Meaning: If you have insight, view the spiritual states yourself. 

Let your five physical senses be dominated by the spiritual 

senses and attain to certainty. 

 
Meaning: I behold the light of Divine Essence wherever I see. 

The direction of all prayers should be towards His light. By 

prostrating it, the soul gets blessed with the Divine presence. 

 
Meaning: Alas! Your inward has become the abode of distracting 

thoughts. You must keep your eyes reverently fixed towards Him 

during prostration. 

 
Meaning: Why your inward remains distracted during prayers? 

The Mystics remain attentive towards Allah during prayers as 

the vision of Allah is manifested in their inward. 

O‟ Allah! Bestow Your secrets during the prayer. One whose 

inward is humbly engrossed in the contemplation of Divine 

presence and closeness during the prayer, is conferred the Divine 

secrets which are all truth and justified. Only the man of 

invocation is entitled to have this honour. 

Know that the perfect and accomplished Fakir Saint is the 

immortal Mystic, he is comprehensive of all levels of Jamiat and 

is the key of totality. There are some signs to recognize a true 

Qadri follower. Firstly, the creation considers him an indigent 

but he is the richest in the view of Creator; creation thinks he is 

suffering from hardships but the Creator has made him the 
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possessor of all Divine treasures. The omniscient spiritual guide 

who is the master of all treasures of Allah lets him be blessed 

with the Divine treasures and makes him independent of all 

desires. People think he is an implorer but for the Creator, he is 

the immortal Mystic having perfect proximity and union with 

Allah. For common people, he is an ignorant but for the Creator, 

he is an excellent Mystic scholar who is beneficent for all the 

Muslims. Ignorant is one who is against his knowledge. For the 

creation he is a follower but for the Creator he is drowned in 

Divine Oneness and annihilated in Allah. 

 
Meaning: Real man is one who recognizes the King in whichever 

guise He appears. 

 
Meaning: Bahoo can recognize the Saints in a single glance like 

a goldsmith identifies the gold and silver. 

EXPLANATION OF INVOCATION, LIFE, 

AWAKENING, IMMORTALITY AND POWER 

OF THE INWARD AND THE DIVINE FAVOUR 

GAINED BY IT 

The inward which is once vivified, perpetually remains passionately 

attentive towards Allah and occupied in beholding Him. It is 

madly engrossed in the Divine vision. Some seekers are blessed 

with the Divine union during meditation, some in the dream 

which is not a vain thought while some behold Allah with open 

eyes. The seeker who has relinquished the useless pleasures of 

the inciting self, love of the world and satanic thoughts, his 
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inward gains immortality by the eternal invocation and drowns 

in the vision of Allah becoming One with Him. During life, it 

enjoys the Divine company viewing the signs of Allah and does 

not die even in the grave. The grave of such a man of alive 

inward is like his isolated place with Allah where he sleeps 

peacefully. By the blessing of invocation of Allah, his body 

neither becomes dusty nor decays. The alive inward keeps it clean 

and dry as it was in life. Such a man of alive inward would rise 

from his grave on the Doomsday and fly towards the Throne in 

the state of ecstasy and intoxication for Allah. He would be 

striking his head on Throne and would hold the Holy Prophet. 

The Holy Prophet would say to him with utmost kindness, “O‟ 

man of invocation and ecstatic inward! Be conscious, it is 

Doomsday.” Then he would be blessed with eternal company of the 

Holy Prophet and an immortal life. Without any accountability, he 

would be allowed to enter the heaven. These are the levels of 

death before dying. Whenever the invoker having pure inward is 

honoured with the vision of Allah, during life or after death, he 

forgets the entire world and its pleasures as well as the blessings 

of hereafter like the houris and castles, as said; 

 
Meaning: When they behold Allah, they forget everything. 

The inward invocation is the destiny of those who are blessed 

with the Divine beneficence since eternity. Its reality should be 

understood from them. 

 
Meaning: Seek the inward invocation from the heart blessed with 

closeness of Allah. Such an invoker is confidant of Divine 

secrets. 
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Get to know that the Ism-e-Azam (Ism-e-Allah Zaat) gets 

inscribed upon heart by the power of Allah which spreads the 

light of faith in the inward. Since Ism-e-Allah Zaat has the 

efficacy of light of Rehman, the inward is enlightened by its 

benediction and the seeker beholds Allah clearly. When it rises 

in the inward like the sun, the theophanies of Ism-e-Azam i.e. 

Ism-e-Allah Zaat which are the light of faith brighten the inward 

and true faith manifest from it that is the bestowal of Allah. Due 

to the Divine closeness, the light of faith assimilates in every 

organ of the seeker and he is absolved of malice, hypocrisy, lie 

and the lusts created by intellect. Hence, he is liberated from the 

desires of inciting self, satanic thoughts and worries of the world. 

Afterwards, when he contemplates Ism-e-Allah Zaat, four 

metaphorical oceans manifest in his existence from the four 

letters of Ism-e-Allah Zaat ; the ocean of perfect trust upon 

Allah, ocean of renunciation, ocean of gnosis of Allah and the 

ocean of Divine Oneness. Whoever dives in these oceans, 

becomes the immortal Mystic and Fakir. The true invoker 

achieves these levels by the power of omnipotent spiritual guide 

who is the light of Divine guidance. 

 
Meaning:  The true Qadri follower is obedient and has firm faith. 

He observes the secrets of Allah through the eyes of Divine 

kindness. 

 
Meaning: Qadri spiritual guide possesses insight and is 

compassionate, modest and a man of dignity. 
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Meaning: For the Qadri, even the dreadful lion is like a fox. He 

is never inclined towards gold and silver. 

 
Meaning: The heart filled with lust can never find peace. The 

flowers wilt before blooming in the garden having excess of 

rubbish. 

 
Meaning: Do not seek inner purgation from the people who 

adopt seclusion. The birds of cage have many temptations in 

their heart. 

 
Meaning: It is impossible that the pious get any beneficence 

from the evildoers. The thieves are hardly blessed with the truth. 

 
Meaning: Step upon both the worlds so that you become the 

climber of heavens. Cross the station of this worthless world so 

that so you attain exquisiteness. 
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Meaning: Shun arrogance, conceit and satanic traits so that you 

become the true son of Adam and the world is directed towards 

you. 

 
Meaning: Until your heart is inclined towards the wretched 

world, it can never be adorned with the love of Allah because a 

plant bears fruit only when it becomes strong and safe from 

falling. 

 
Meaning: The crazy but simple hearted lovers of Allah have no 

fear of accountability on the Doomsday. One whose deeds are 

not recorded has nothing to worry about. 

 
Meaning: It is very difficult to reform oneself in the old age as 

the one who has left the caravan cannot progress towards the 

destination. 

 
Meaning: Do not seek the world or the hereafter. Renounce them 

from your heart as it is better to keep enmity against them. One 

who seeks anything from anyone other than Allah, finds nothing.  
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Meaning: The old people are greedier for sustenance than the 

young. Their greed stoops to lust with the passage of time just 

like a beggar begs more as the evening falls. 

 
Meaning: One on the expedition of annihilation does not care for 

relations. Why would the one who has taken all preventive 

measures fear from the troubles of the way! 

 
Meaning: Ask the worth of kingdom and dervishism from Abou 

ben Adham. As, the importance of shore is better known to the 

one who has survived a storm. 

O‟ dear! What do we mean by gnosis of Allah and gaining the 

Divine Oneness? How can intellect be distinguished from 

knowledge? Which is the way to have observation of the light of 

Divine Essence and the vision of Allah? How can one get 

awareness about the closeness and union of Allah, beholding His 

beauty and achieving the level of Jamiat? Whose powerful sight 

can liberate the seeker from the bounds of self and body and 

elevate his soul to the evident vision of Allah? 

 
Meaning: When you would annihilate yourself, then all the veils 

between you and Allah would be removed and you would get all 

the answers about gnosis of Allah. 
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Meaning: When a lake joins the ocean, it is called the ocean. 

You must also progress towards the vision and closeness of 

Allah like a lake flows towards the ocean. 

 
Meaning: Beholding Allah with open eyes and immersing in 

Him is a great secret. Neither the invocations and reflections 

exist there nor any sound.              

 
Meaning: The amazements and admonitions does not sustain 

while having the vision of Divine beauty. The Divine presence 

leads to Divine union and Oneness. 

 
Meaning: Where all other spiritual orders end, the Qadri order 

starts. 

The initial level of a true Qadri follower is that he views the 

spectacle of everything from the Throne till the nether regions 

due to his closeness to Allah and visits every sphere between 

them. It is the lowest of all the great levels attained by a Sarwari 

Qadri seeker. Or, the status of Sarwari Qadri seeker is that he is 

perfect inwardly and veritable practitioner outwardly. Veritable 

practitioner is the one who has entire knowledge of the part and 

the Whole and who knows how to elaborate them. Inwardly 

perfect is the one who knows the secrets of gnosis of Allah and 
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whose eyes of inward, soul and secret are blessed with the 

candid vision of Allah. He can see everything pertaining to the 

creation and the Creator present in the worlds or beyond the 

worlds by the power of Allah Almighty. It should be known that 

if someone perpetually keeps the Guarded Tablet under his 

study, can have the spiritual flight of all the spheres and view 

each and everything present in these spheres then this is not at all 

spirituality. Such a person is totally unaware of gnosis of Allah 

and Divine Oneness. If a spiritual guide esoterically confers the 

effective knowledge of Quranic verses, Hadiths, exegesis and 

jurisprudence upon the seeker during dream or meditation, it 

makes the seeker enlightened and aware of all kinds of 

knowledge. By the power of this spiritual knowledge, the seeker 

gains superiority over the excellent scholars having exoteric 

knowledge. He can have dialogue with them upon every topic. 

However, such levels still keep the seeker veiled from Allah and 

unaware of the gnosis and Oneness of Allah. Such a seeker may 

become a scholar but cannot attain to the level of a Fakir or a 

Saint.           

If a spiritual guide inwardly takes oath of allegiance by his 

spiritual attention from a seeker during dream or meditation and 

gives him spiritual persuasion of invocation, then the invocation 

continues in body and soul of the seeker. By the attention of 

spiritual guide, the warmth of invocation affects the being of 

seeker and keeps him restless day and night. The seeker loses his 

senses and people think that he has gone crazy or lunatic. This 

condition is the result of declining invocation which keeps the 

seeker inwardly deprived of gnosis of Allah, Divine observations, 

presence, closeness and union of Allah. Such a spiritual guide is 

imperfect and lacks insight while the seeker is obsessed by vain 

thoughts. He observes the fiery theophanies manifesting from the 

inciting self but foolishly misunderstands them as the theophanies 

of the light of Divine Essence and thinks that he has been blessed 
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with the Divine presence. Actually, he is far away from the light 

of gnosis.     

What is the inner gnosis of Divine Oneness and who is the 

Dervish blessed with it? Inner gnosis of Divine Oneness is the 

special state of closeness to Allah in which the sincere seeker is 

blessed with the Divine presence and observation of the Divine 

Essence. Esoterically, there are two ways, two kinds of Divine 

favours and two kinds of companions. For their verification, the 

judge of truth orders the seeker who has reached the truth of 

certainty to present two witnesses. First witness is the Divine 

presence gained by the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat 

through which all the stations of closeness to the Divine Essence 

and acquiring the Divine attributes are covered instantly and the 

existence of the seeker becomes immortally alive. Second is the 

Divine vision which is conferred upon the true seeker through 

the spiritually powerful sight of the omniscient and all-seeing 

spiritual guide who is eternally in the state of Divine presence 

and vision. He elevates the seeker to the level of beholding 

Divinity with open eyes by his sight, hence the seeker is 

absolved of the need to do any kind of mystic struggle or 

invocations and reflections. He teaches the lesson of Divine 

presence and having vision of Allah with open eyes to the true 

seeker on the very first day through the contemplation of Ism-e- 

Allah Zaat. Owing to the powerful attention of perfect spiritual 

guide, the seeker gains the ability to spiritually reach wherever 

he wishes in the very beginning of the lesson.  

The perfect spiritual guide possessing sated inward blesses the 

seeker with the honour of presence of veritable Mohammadan 

Assembly by the effect of Ism-e-Allah Zaat, his authority to 

grant Divine presence and the favour of conferring the Divine 

vision. He lets the seeker have education and persuasion of 

invocation from the Holy Prophet and be ennobled with high 

ranks and levels. If the seeker keeps true faith upon the Holy 
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Prophet, the efficacy of best morals, virtuous attributes, beautiful 

manners and strength of the Holy Prophet continues in his being. 

The seeker possessing such an inward is pure of falsehood and is 

upon the truth as he is blessed by the Truth. He follows the 

spiritual way of Divine favour which is verily the straight path. 

The seeker of Prophet Mohammad is laudable and his end is 

commendable. If the seeker loses his faith upon Mohammadan 

Assembly then certainly he is imprisoned by his cursed inciting 

self and his end would also be cursed. The Mohammadan 

Assembly and persuasion of the spiritual guide are like the 

touchstones which check the truth and falsehood of the seeker.  

If, by the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and the Divine 

presence and vision gained through it, the perfect spiritual guide 

drowns the true seeker in the Divine name Allah  and 

annihilates him in the Divine Essence, then the entire existence 

of the seeker immerses in Divinity by the efficacy of light of 

Divine Essence and contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and he is 

blessed with the Divine company. Hence, he is sanctified 

spiritually as well as physically and becomes desirable in the 

court of Allah. Even if people dislike him, he does not care. The 

inward of such a seeker is pure of falsehood by the Divine favour 

and is truly verified. 

If, by the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and through the 

Divine presence and vision gained by it, the spiritual guide 

presents the seeker in the court of Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani for 

spiritual education and persuasion, he blesses the seeker by 

conferring upon him the eternal presence of Mohammadan 

Assembly. Inward of such a seeker gains salvation from falsehood 

by the spiritual way of Divine favour. This way is verified and 

justified as it is from the Truth.  

All three aforementioned spiritual levels honour the seeker 

with the vision of absolute light of the Divine Essence and are 

called the Divine presence, closeness and Oneness. 
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Meaning: The true Qadri has three levels and stations. He attains 

to the Divine Oneness without any invocation and reflection. 

 
Meaning: The perfect spiritual guide is the secret of the way to 

Divine Oneness. He takes to the Mohammadan Assembly by his 

spiritual attention. 

 
Meaning: Hoo carried Bahoo with Him, now Bahoo has no 

worries or grieves. The heart of Bahoo invokes the Divine name 

day and night. 

 
Meaning: The ultimacy of the perfect Saints is Hoo. This is the 

essence of Ism-e-Azam which is not known to the imperfects.        

This spiritual way is covered by sacrificing one‟s life. It makes 

one independent of desires and indifferent to all in both the 

worlds. By drowning in Faqr, the seeker is blessed with light of 

the Divine Essence, hence Allah is pleased with him. Faqr grants 

the true seeker the final level of Divine presence immersing him 

in the light of Divine Essence which makes his inward replete 

and his existence is completely forgiven. The Holy Prophet said; 
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Meaning: The Sadat

59
 are created from my spine, scholars are 

created from my chest and the Fakirs are created from the light 

of Allah. 

The inward of Fakirs is pure of covetousness, greed, jealousy 

and arrogance because it is sated and strengthened eternally by 

the efficacy of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. The Holy Prophet said; 

 
Meaning: Allah created every creation with the soil of earth but 

the Fakirs were created with the soil of Jannah. 

The Fakir, who is accomplished inwardly, unites with the 

Divine light returning to his origin and eternally enjoys the 

privilege of company of the Holy Prophet. The world and the 

hereafter are his seekers and remain present in his service day 

and night like obedient slaves. The Fakir having perfect inward 

possesses complete authority upon the Divine treasures of world 

and hereafter. It is up to him whether he utilizes them or does not 

even looks towards them and surpasses the level of authority. It 

is just the primary level of a Fakir which is bestowed upon him 

by the kind attention of Allah so that he is sated of the world and 

hereafter and gains complete Jamiat. Hadith; 

 
Meaning: One who finds Allah, finds everything. 

 

                                                           
59 Plural of Syed, descendants of the Holy Prophet from Ali Ibn Abi Talib and Fatima-
tuz-Zahra 
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Meaning: The lesson of Oneness of Allah is taught in the school 

of Divine vision which includes the study of the part and Whole 

as well as of every creation. 

 
Meaning: I have found the essence of the Divine command “Be” 

which is doubtless but hidden. Whatever is told by the fools 

cannot be considered the hidden. 

Allah says; 

 
Meaning: (Quran is) Guidance for the people of piety

60
. They are 

those who believe in the hidden. (Al-Baqarah 2, 3) 

Which is the mystic way through which the seeker can, 

whenever he wishes, drown in the ocean of Divine Oneness, get 

the honour of presence in the Mohammadan Assembly, behold 

the Holy prophet and elevate to the gnosis of “None but Allah” 

at that time? That is the way of contemplation of Ism-e-Allah 

Zaat which confers the closeness and gnosis of Allah, 

observation of the Divine light along with the Divine presence 

and Oneness. The secrets of the Holy Lord are revealed during 

the Divine presence gained through Ism-e-Allah Zaat which 

grant the eternal Jamiat and candid vision of Allah. The perfect 

spiritual guide can exalt the seeker to the station of no station by 

his powerful attention in just a moment. This is the initial status 

of a Qadri follower who is drowned and annihilated in Allah. 

 

                                                           
60 Taqwa (15) 
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Meaning: If you wish to gain the gnosis of Oneness of the Divine 

Essence, vivify your dead inward by the contemplation of Ism-e-

Allah Zaat. 

 
Meaning: The Throne is under the steps of the perfect spiritual 

guide, sit there reverently, it would reveal upon you the complete 

gnosis of Divine Oneness. 

You must know that there are many dangers of demotion and 

decline in the mystic way of invocations and reflections. The 

mystic way of recital rounds and reciting Ilm-e-Dawat
61

 also 

contain the dangers of demotion and inclination of people for 

solution of their problems. It is just a hypocritical struggle. 

While, the way of forty day seclusion is full of satanic thoughts 

and distractions. Adopting solitude in a closet gives way to 

satanic whispers and misapprehensions and it is an absolute veil. 

The veritable mystic way of closeness and gnosis of Allah lies in 

the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat which bestows the Divine 

treasures without struggle. By following this way, all the stations 

and levels of the part and Whole are covered. The perfect 

spiritual guide is one who fulfills all the objectives of the seeker 

by the essence of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and shows him the reality of 

Ism-e-Allah Zaat . 

 
Meaning: Let me tell you O‟ people of lust! The Ism-e-Allah 

Zaat is enough for you to achieve all your objectives. 

                                                           
61 Knowledge of Dawat 
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Ism-e-Allah Zaat is a grand Trust. To acquire It, one must have 

great courage, potential and magnanimity along with permanent 

presence of the Mohammadan Assembly. The Holy Prophet said; 

 
Meaning: The world and hereafter are for you, for me there is 

only Allah. 

That is why Allah said about him; 

 
Meaning: The sight (of your Prophet) did not incline aside, nor 

did it transgress (its limit). (An-Najm 17) 

Hadith; 

 
Meaning: The lovers of Allah would not be happy if they are 

granted heaven without the vision of Divine beauty but if they 

are sent to hell and blessed with Divine vision, they would 

happily accept it.                 

 
Meaning: The knowledge gained to have gnosis of Allah 

enlightens one. Whoever acquires knowledge for worldly 

purposes remains deprived of insight. 

 
Meaning: Listen O‟ conscious! If you have wisdom, acquire the 

knowledge to excel in piety, devotion to Allah and truthfulness. 
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Meaning: O‟ disobedient! Let me tell you, the religious scholar 

who seeks money is, in fact, irreligious. 

 
Meaning: O‟ man of lustful desires! I am telling you that the 

knowledge of Divine secrets guides towards Allah. 

Gaining excessive knowledge is not mandatory but fearing 

from Allah and leaving the sins is obligatory. Hadith; 

 
Meaning: There is no difference between an animal and a human 

except knowledge. 

Real knowledge is that which takes to the Truth and bestows 

the truth, reality and gnosis of Allah honouring one with the 

presence of Mohammadan Assembly. Knowledge means to 

know. Know what? It is to get salvation from falsehood, ego, 

infidelity, polytheism, arrogance, conceit, covetousness, greed, 

jealousy and desires of self and eventually reach Allah. When 

the self and its desires annihilate, the soul gains immortality. 

 
Meaning: Enlighten your inner eye and behold the light of 

Divine Essence. Annihilate yourself and reach the Divine 

presence. 

Allah says; 
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Meaning: I am within you, can‟t you see. (Adh-Dhariyat 21) 

The devil of inciting self is the veil between Allah and His 

slave. When it is removed, the seeker becomes the scholar of 

Hadith. 

 
Meaning: Allah is nearer than the jugular vein, why people think 

He is far. We have attained the Divine presence by the 

benediction of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. 

Allah says; 

 
Meaning: Wherever you turn, you will observe the Divine Face. 
(Al-Baqarah 115) 

 
Meaning: Wherever I turn, I behold the manifestation of light of 

Divine Essence. I am blessed with the Divine presence by the 

contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. 

Through which mystic way the complete practical knowledge 

of Dawat is acquired instantly, Dawat continues fluently and its 

scholar becomes its practitioner by perfect obedience? The 

Divine favour of veritable obedience cannot be obtained but by 

the permission, attention and kindness of perfect spiritual guide. 

 
Meaning: Whoever does not follow a spiritual guide, is verily the 

disciple of Satan. One blessed with the guidance and company of 

perfect spiritual guide is like the great Saint Bayazid Bastami. 
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Through which mystic way the complete Ilm-e-Dawat comes 

under practice instantly and Dawat continues fluently? It is the 

way of delivering Dawat at the shrine of Saints. Which is the 

mystic way that makes the Fakir accomplished in gnosis of 

Allah, Divine Oneness, Faqr, Divine closeness and observations 

in just a moment without any struggle? It is the way of becoming 

perfect in contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat by engrossing in 

the Divine presence. This way is entirely the beneficence and 

kindness of Allah which is bestowed by the perfect spiritual 

guide.   

What are the signs and acts by which the perfect spiritual guide 

can be recognized? These are; 

(a) His words contain the essence of the Divine command “Be” 

(b) He never keeps his disciples engaged in invocations, 

reflections and spiritual frenzy for long 

(c) He knows no other way except blessing the seekers with 

Divine presence and observation of light of the Divine 

Essence by his spiritual attention and contemplation of Ism-

e-Allah Zaat. 

Know that the entire physical and spiritual existence of the Fakir 

who is man of essence, is the abode of gnosis of Divine Oneness 

as he is blessed with excellence in Jamiat regarding the 

closeness of Allah. Hence, it becomes evident that Fakir 

possessing the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat neither knows 

the way of invocation and reflection nor that of recitals, 

meditation, unveiling, combats, miracles or worldly honours and 

ranks. He just knows the way of absolute annihilation in Allah 

and having Divine vision and eternal union with Allah. The 

truthful and sincere seeker of Allah blessed with Divine favour is 

the one who seeks only the gnosis of Allah and observation of 

Divine light from his spiritual guide which replete the spiritual 

self. Such a seeker is honoured with the veritable Divine 

presence. Contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat is the way to know the 
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Divine secrets without any struggle. It is the way of beneficence of 

Qadri spiritual guide whose worth is acknowledged in all the 

realms. Hadith; 

 
Meaning: One who intended for the world, got the world; one 

who intended for the hereafter, got the hereafter; one who 

intended for Allah, got everything. 

It must be known that by attaining to the Divine Essence, the 

Divine attributes are automatically and directly acquired. The 

seeker blessed with the observation of Divine Oneness, which is 

the key of totality, needs nothing else from anyone. How can a 

beginner practitioner of Dawat accomplish in it and approach to 

the level of reciting the dominant and strongest Dawat? Which is 

the Dawat that is called the naked sword? There are five ways of 

delivering the Dawat with Divine favour. One becomes the 

perfect practitioner of Dawat in the way that he firstly recites the 

Quranic verses or Saifi dua
62

 or the beautiful names of Allah or 

performs recital rounds in the Divine company and learns to 

deliver Dawat and gain answers of his questions. Afterwards, he 

performs similar practices and recital rounds in the company of 

Holy Prophet while delivering Dawat and learns from him. 

Then, he delivers Dawat in the same manner in the company of 

all the Prophets and Messengers from Adam till the last Prophet 

Mohammad and learns from them. Then, he repeats the same 

practice with all the angels, martyrs, Ghawth, Aqtab, Fakirs and 

Dervishes and learns from them. After that, he is first of all 

ordered by Allah to recite Dawat. Then, he seeks its permission 

from the Holy Prophet. Then he asks for the permission from all 

the great Companions, People of the Cloak and Shaikh Abdul 

Qadir Jilani who grant it with utmost kindness. Then, he is 

                                                           
62 A prayer for spiritual assistance. 
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allowed by all the Prophets, Messengers, Saints, Sufis, Ghawth, 

Aqtab, Dervishes and Fakirs to recite Dawat. Hence, he becomes 

perfect and accomplished in delivering Dawat and gains the key 

of totality. Whenever he wishes to recite Dawat, he goes to the 

grave of some Saint which is like a naked sword, delivers Dawat 

sitting beside it and gets answers of his questions from the grave. 

It becomes easy for him to be present in the court of any sacred 

entity by reciting Dawat. 

 Although, there are many dangers and demotions in reciting 

Dawat but the perfect practitioner of Dawat is absolved of 

demotion or declining and does not need to set a fortification 

around him. The immortal Mystic is unique with the Holy Lord. 

The perfect practitioner of Dawat possesses the power of all-

seeing. Entire hidden treasures of Allah are evident upon his 

sight. He has no need to recite Dawat for the worldly people. 

Whoever recites Dawat for worldly purpose or worldly people is 

imperfect and is completely unaware of initial and final level of 

the mystic way of delivering Dawat. The perfect practitioner of 

Dawat recites it basically for three purposes. Since he observes 

entire religion and holds authority upon all the worldly and 

Divine treasures, his heart is sated of them and gold and silver 

are equally worthless for him. He recites Dawat; 

(a) For the Muslim king who is fighting against the brigand 

infidels 

(b) For the seeker who has suffered spiritual demotion while 

reciting Dawat and has become lunatic 

(c) For the practitioner scholars who are the true heirs of 

Prophets when they face some difficult situation. 

When the Fakir becomes accomplished in the spiritual practice 

of Dawat and gains command over it along with perfect 

authority upon the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat, then his 

spiritual attention of one moment becomes infinite times better 

than all the mystic struggles, hard devotional exercises, forty day 
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seclusions or reciting Dawat. The effect of single moment‟s 

attention of the Fakir, who knows the way of spiritual attention, 

authority and contemplation, does not end till the Doomsday, 

rather keeps progressing day by day. The scholars who are true 

heirs of the Prophets hold such elevated spiritual levels that if 

they commit any mistake regarding issues of the exoteric 

religious knowledge or are lacking while having discussions with 

other scholars, they become inwardly attentive by the power of 

their knowledge towards all the Prophets from Adam till the last 

Prophet Mohammad, meet with the soul of every Prophet, 

Messenger and Saint, acquire the bestowed knowledge from 

them and correct their mistake as well as verify their knowledge. 

The scholars who cannot be present spiritually in the assembly of 

Prophets and do not perform any services in the assembly, how 

can they be considered the heirs of the Prophets? They are just 

like animals having dead inward. Only the scholars possessing 

alive inward can be considered the veritable heirs of the 

Prophets. The so called scholars trapped by their inciting self and 

bounded in the physical world cannot be called the heirs of 

Prophets. Allah says about them; 

 
Meaning: Their example is like that of a donkey who carries 

volumes (of books). (Al-Jumu’ah 5) 

 
Meaning: The knowledge guides those who practise upon it. 

Such real scholars have pure inward and are men of insight. 

The immortal Mystic Fakirs and Saints are those who have 

enveloped themselves in the subtle cover of gnosis and Oneness 

of Allah. They drink the entire ocean of gnosis of Divine 

Oneness in a single sip without complaining or flustering. They 
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are always present in the Mohammadan Assembly and are 

approved in the court of Allah. The Fakir does nothing without 

the order of Allah and permission of the Holy Prophet, as Allah 

says; 

 
Meaning: He does not say anything by his own will. (An-Najm 3) 

 The levels of gnosis of Allah, knowledge, unveiling, miracles, 

separation and isolation, levels of Ghawth, Aqtab, Abdal and 

Awtad, levels of Divine Oneness, contemplation, spiritual 

authority, attention, concentration, meditation, revelation, 

accountability and inward fight, levels of closeness to Allah, 

light of the Essence, observation of the Divine presence, 

annihilation, immortality, Dawat and the vision of Allah are easy 

to achieve for the seeker blessed with spiritual life  by the 

benediction of Divine presence gained by Ism-e-Allah Zaat. 

However, it is very difficult to be magnanimous and remain 

obediently present in the court of Prophet Mohammad keeping 

check upon oneself forever. For it, one has to be with Allah 

perpetually, follow each and every step of the Holy Prophet and 

remain steadfast upon it till death. Allah says; 

 
Meaning: And worship your Lord till you attain certainty. (Al-Hijr 

99) 

The truth of certainty is attained by the perfect Mystics who 

are persevered upon the religion in every aspect and follow the 

Prophet completely. By the kindness of Allah, they have no 

worries. Know that there are three groups of people in the world; 

first are the veiled ones, they are the worldly people who have 

many veils between them and Allah. One of the veils is the 

knowledge which takes away from Allah and close to the world, 

Satan and inciting self. It is declared; 
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Meaning: Knowledge is the greatest veil. 

This group includes hypocrites, pagans, liars and the men of 

inciting self. 

Verse of Holy Quran; 

 
Meaning: (Prophet Joseph said!) And I do not (claim) absolution 

of my inciting self. Certainly, the inciting self persistently 

commands much evil, except those upon whom my Lord has 

mercy. Indeed, my Lord is Forgiving and Merciful. (Yusuf 53) 

Second group includes the Majdhub. Although, in the 

beginning their soul is blessed with the light of sainthood which 

enlightens them and some hidden things are unveiled upon them 

but they could not tolerate its effects and are spiritually demoted 

being dejected, admonished, amazed and absorbed. Hence, they 

remain imperfect and unaccomplished. Eventually, they are 

included among the veiled ones due to their deprivation of gnosis 

of Allah. 

Third is the group of beloveds of Allah whose inciting self is 

completely annihilated and soul is alive. Their initial spiritual 

station is in the realm of absolute Unity and they are blessed with 

the power of reading the tablet of mind. Their physical and 

spiritual being is enlightened like the sun and they can see 

everything unveiled. They have gnosis of every stage of Divine 

Oneness and can be present in the court of all the Prophets and 

Saints. It is evident that the people of inciting self find pleasure 

only in the carrion world. The source of life of soul is to practise 

invocation, reflection and meditation fervently. The people of 

soul find inner peace, bliss, nourishment and strength by 

passionately drowning in the Divine vision and having the 
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honour of beholding the light of Divine Essence. They are the 

men of contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat who are blessed with 

spiritual life and enlightened insight due to ultimate closeness of 

Allah. Wherever they sit, they view the spectacle of both the 

worlds on their palm or nail. One who can see both the worlds on 

his nail, does not need to read or write or acquire the knowledge 

of filling circles to make charms. The seeker who learns and 

knows the essence of every level of Divine presence through the 

contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat , contemplation of the 

sacred name Mohammad , contemplation of Ism-e-Azam and 

ninety nine beautiful names of Allah, contemplation of the 

Islamic creed , contemplation of Arabic 

alphabets, contemplation of verses of Quran and the levels 

gained through them, can reach wherever he wishes; whether it 

is the station of annihilation of inciting self, station of pure 

inward, station of soul or the station of Divine vision. O‟ 

disobedient and immodest fools, beware! These are the ranks of 

Fakirs. If you come, you will be welcomed; otherwise Allah does 

not need anyone. The Mystics always keep the Day of Requital 

in their view and remain amazed and worried about it. They 

know that Allah‟s glory manifest anew everyday, so sometimes 

they are in the state of fear and sometimes in hope, as Allah says; 

 
Meaning: Everyday His glory manifests anew. (Ar-Rehman 29) 

O‟ dear! You must know that there is different explanation for 

every level of invocation, meditation, dreams, death, unexemplified 

manifestation, union, annihilation, immortality, station of no 

station and the Divine vision. Reality of some levels is 

understood by the interpretation of dreams, some by the exegesis 

of knowledge and some by being enlightened. Some levels are 

gained by the gnosis of Allah, observations in the state of 

closeness to Allah, spiritual states and experiences and the 
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Divine union while some are gained from the spiritual 

substitution, beneficence of eternal knowledge, ultimate vision 

of Allah after the death of inciting self which is the level of 

“death before dying”. Verily, all these levels and blessings are 

acquired inwardly and outwardly by the favour and help of 

Allah, as Quran teaches; 

 
Meaning: And I am favoured by none but Allah. (Hud 88) 

The seekers of Allah having alive soul are blessed with the 

levels of Divine union, the everlasting levels, levels of spiritual 

states, levels of ultimacy of spiritual experiences, levels of 

Jamiat and Divine beauty as said; 

InAllaha Jameelun yuhibul Jamal meaning; “Allah is Beautiful 

and appreciates beauty” (Muslim 265) and the levels of observation 

of Divine beauty. On the contrary, the seekers of the world 

having dead souls, whether scholars or ignorant,  are the 

renouncers of the obligatory prayers, drunkards, heretics, music 

lovers, evil thinkers, companions of the Satan, slaves of their 

inciting self and the vicious ones. Alive soul is that which does 

the inward invocation of Allah and is enlightened and blessed 

with Jamiat. 

EXPLANATION OF DAWAT 

The imperfect reciters of Dawat firstly offer the prayer for 

augury while delivering Dawat for the religious purposes. Real 

practitioner of Dawat is one who acquires power and help from 

the perfect reciter of Dawat while delivering Dawat and 

performing meditation for different ventures. Perfect reciter of 

Dawat is one who gains inward strength for his ventures from 

the accomplished reciter of Dawat by the domination of 

descended spiritual knowledge, undoubted hidden revelations 

and inspirations which bless him with unveiled spiritual sight. 
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The accomplished reciter of Dawat is one who is helped by the 

supreme reciter of Dawat in his ventures through the closeness 

of Allah, verified Divine presence gained by Ism-e-Allah Zaat, 

reading the Guarded Tablet or contemplating the tablet of mind. 

The supreme reciter of Dawat is one who is comprehensive of all 

the levels of Dawat. He is the omniscient man of Dawat who can 

view all the worlds as they remain present before him. Single 

moment‟s attention of such an omniscient and omnipresent Fakir 

is infinite times better than reciting Dawat. One, who knows the 

way of spiritual attention and Divine favour, does not need to 

recite Dawat. All his matters are accomplished by the spiritual 

attention whose effects do not end till the Doomsday, rather keep 

progressing day by day. 

First is the perfect Dawat which is called the Locking Dawat. 

It is delivered by reciting Quran with contemplation. By 

delivering it, Dawat of all the reciters present upon the earth is 

locked. They cannot recite even a word of Dawat and are 

spiritually demoted. Either they suffer a disease or that country is 

struck by drought or famine or its citizens face sudden death. 

Second is the accomplished Dawat called the Key Dawat. It is 

delivered by reciting the Quran in the state of Divine presence 

and closeness and being approved in the Mohammadan 

Assembly. It opens the lock of the door to pre-existence, lock of 

the door to eternal end, lock of the door of world, lock of the 

door of hereafter, lock of the door of gnosis of Allah and shows 

everything candidly. 

Third is the supreme Dawat called the Dawat of Divine 

Oneness. It is recited at the shrines of Saints. By reciting it, the 

seeker can meet the souls of all Saints and get answers of his 

questions. 

Fourth Dawat is comprehensive of Divine light. By reciting it, 

the reciter gains authority over both the worlds. The light of 

Essence assimilates in his physical and spiritual being and he 
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immerses in Divinity. He renounces all the human pleasures and 

tastes. Even if he takes any such thing, it is burnt and turned to 

naught by the fire of ecstasy produced by the invocation of Ism-

e-Allah Zaat, light of closeness of Allah acquired by the 

sacrificial invocation and the theophanies of light of the kingly 

invocation. Nothing of the world and hereafter remains hidden 

from him due to his pellucid inward. Such immortal Mystics 

drink the ocean of light of gnosis of Allah, neither they reveal 

this secret upon anyone nor complain or fluster. They ever 

follow the sharia and strive for it. 

So, we have discussed four kinds of Dawat; 

(a) The perfect Dawat i.e. the Locking Dawat 

(b) The accomplished Dawat i.e. the Key Dawat 

(c) The supreme Dawat i.e. the Dawat of Divine Oneness which 

grants the eternal Divine closeness and union 

(d) The Dawat comprehensive of Divine light which drowns in 

the state of annihilation in Allah making the reciter 

enlightened and immortal Fakir who is ruler upon the 

worlds. 

EXPLANATION OF DAWAT OF ALL 

MARVELS WHICH GRANTS THE VISION OF 

DIVINE BEAUTY 

Dawat is like the philosopher‟s stone in the hand of pious men of 

Dawat which makes them independent of all desires. The inciting 

self of such pious men is continuously deteriorating. It is said; 

 

Meaning: Allah likes the generous Fakirs. 

There is a Persian proverb; 
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Meaning: One who has no access to the sin, cunningly claims to 

be pious.  

The foundation of Dawat is the knowledge of augmentation 

and panacea alchemy. Without it, Dawat does not continue. 

There are many dangers of spiritual demotion, rejection, lunacy, 

accidents, calamities, inflictions, restlessness and instability in 

the Ilm-e-Dawat
63

. The perfect ones are absolved of all these 

dangers, they do not need to set fortification around them as they 

are eternally the men of spiritual states. If an imperfect will 

recite Dawat, he would be ruined and indulged in delusions. 

Practising Dawat and subduing the creation through it become 

easy if it is recited by the permission and under the supervision 

of perfect spiritual guide. The imperfect can never become the 

veritable practitioners of Dawat even if they struggle for their 

entire life. The perfect practitioners of Dawat are not indigents. 

They rule upon the world from east to west by the command of 

Allah and permission of the Holy Prophet. For the Saint who is 

man of Dawat, Dawat is like a naked sword in the hands, just as 

the Companions of the Holy Prophet had the Zulfiqar
64

 with 

which they killed the infidels and gained firmness upon the 

religion with certainty.           

When the Fakir attains to the level of accomplished Totality, 

he firstly grants the knowledge of Divine presence to the true 

seeker of Allah through Ism-e-Allah Zaat and lets him spiritually 

meet the souls of all Prophets till the last Prophet Mohammad 

and the Saints who will come till the Doomsday. He meets and 

shakes hands with all the Saints, true believers, Muslims, 

Ghawth, Aqtab, Fakirs and Dervishes, and comes to know  each 

one of them by name. Just in the beginning of Dawat, the 

spiritual guide acquaints the seeker, by the power of glorification 

rounds, with the names and status of all the title holder Saints, 

                                                           
63 The knowledge of Dawat 
64 The sword of Ali Ibn Abi Talib given by the Holy Prophet in the battle of Uhad with 
which he won all the battles. 
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men of Dawat, men of invocation and reflection, men of mystic 

struggles, men of Divine observations, men of inciting self and 

sensual desires, men of alive inward, men of immortal soul, 

Dervishes and Fakirs present in every street of every town of 

every city of every province of every country. That is why, 

Dawat recited by the permission of such perfectly accomplished 

possessor of Dawat solves all the problems and fulfills all the 

objectives. 

The perfect and accomplished practitioner of Dawat is himself 

the key of totality. After all, what is the ultimacy of such a man 

of Dawat? It is achieving the final rank of Prophetic seal after 

accomplishing in all the preceding levels. In which Dawat the 

seeker performs rounds of recitation of Quran in the company of 

Allah and converses with Him? In which Dawat the seeker 

performs rounds of recitation of Quran in the company of souls 

of all Prophets and Messengers from Adam till the last Prophet 

Mohammad? In which Dawat the seeker performs rounds of 

recitation of Quran in the Mohammadan Assembly in the 

company of Prophet Mohammad, his great Companions, the 

sacred martyrs-Hassan bin Ali and Husayn bin Ali and all the 

other Companions of the Holy Prophet? In which Dawat the 

seeker performs rounds of recitation of Quran in the company of 

souls of all the Saints, Fakirs, Dervishes, Ghawth, Aqtab, Abdal, 

Awtad, immortal Mystics united with Allah, title holder Muslims 

and true believers? While doing rounds of recitation of Quran 

during Dawat, thousands of inspirations descend upon the reciter 

from Allah. Souls of all the Prophets, Saints and true followers 

of Islam as well as all angels gather around him and sit in rows at 

a distance of one span from him. By their permission and order, 

the soul of reciter attains the Divine closeness. When he visits 

the shrine of a Saint at night and recites Dawat sitting beside the 

grave of Saint which is like the naked sword, he gets answers of 

all his questions and comes to know everything about the past, 

present and future from the Divine presence. Such seeker is the 
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veritable practitioner of Dawat and is entitled to recite it. His 

being is entirely forgiven, neither he needs fortification nor has 

any danger of demotion. He is the immortal Mystic and the Fakir 

blessed with eternal union of Faqr. After accomplishing in 

Dawat, the perfect possessor of Dawat views both the worlds 

upon his palm or back of nail, wherever he is. This is the level of 

man of Dawat who is proficient in delivering Dawat at the 

shrines gaining Divine presence by the contemplation of Ism-e-

Allah. Hadith; 

 
Meaning: When you are worried about your matters, seek help 

from the souls of shrines. 

When the omniscient Mystic is engrossed in Divine deeds such 

as delivering Dawat or contemplating Ism-e-Allah Zaat in the 

desirable state of Divine presence, the hidden treasures of the 

part and Whole become evident upon him. Likewise, when a 

Saint is spiritually attentive towards reflection and meditation in 

the state of Divine love, he is blessed with gnosis of Allah and 

observation of the light of Divine Essence. At that time, the 

grand Throne trembles and wishes, “Would that I was the floor 

of earth, the men of Allah would have conversed with Allah and 

performed Divine deeds sitting upon me.” The angels regret, 

“Alas! We are not humans, otherwise their elevated levels would 

also have been conferred upon us.” The men of Allah hold these 

exalted levels due to the beneficence of eternal knowledge which 

is bestowed upon them by the grace of Allah. Allah says; 

 
Meaning: (Allah) taught man that which he knew not. (Al-Alaq 5) 
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Meaning: Bahoo says to you, listen carefully for Allah‟s sake! 

Implore Allah to grant you His gnosis, vision and union. 

Qudsi Hadith; 

 
Meaning: I am as My slave perceives Me, now it is upto him 

how he perceives Me. I am with him when he remembers Me. 

When he remembers Me secretly within himself I also remember 

him secretly. And when he remembers Me in a gathering I also 

remember him in a better gathering. If a person covers a span to 

come towards Me, I go a yard near him and if he covers a yard to 

come to Me I go two yards near him. If he walks towards Me, I 

run towards him. (Sahih Bukhari 7405) 

 
Meaning: Whoever annihilates in Allah, turns to light which 

immerses in the Divine light, hence he becomes One with Allah 

and gains immortality. 

The Fakir, who attains the ultimate level of Faqr i.e. Sultan of 

Waham
65

, is blessed with the revelation of entire knowledge 

from the Divine closeness. The messengers from Allah bring 

infinite inspirations to him which contain the hidden and 

intuitive knowledge of religion. The immortal Mystics cover 

thousands, rather lacs and crores of spiritual stations in just a 

moment by the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat. The malice, 

                                                           
65 Waham is the inner state of spiritual connection and esoteric conversation with Allah 

which is possible only through the perfect spiritual guide, hence the spiritual guide is the 
Sultan of Waham. 
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hypocrisy, falsehood, filth, spite and the rust of evil thoughts as 

well as misapprehensions, satanic whispers and depraving 

obsessions are completely exterminated from his existence. 

Except the Ism-e-Allah Zaat, there remains nothing in his 

enlightened inward which is blessed with eternal Divine presence. 

At this stage, his soul gains Jamiat and he becomes an 

enlightened ruler upon the self. This level is possessed by the 

Fakir who is annihilated in Allah. He can elevate his seekers to 

any level of Divine presence by the effect of his spiritual sight. If 

the veritable invoker blesses someone with his spiritual sight, it 

affects his whole existence. By inscribing the impression of Ism-

e-Allah Zaat beautifully on the body with finger, keeping It before 

eyes, It gets engraved upon the entire physical and spiritual 

being.  Although, by the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat and 

effect of the sight of spiritual guide, the dead inward of the 

disciple receives the warmth of invocation but this is an 

imperfect level. It cannot be trusted unless the disciple has the 

observation of Divine presence, is drowned in the gnosis of 

Allah and blessed with the presence of Mohammadan Assembly. 

As, ego and undesirable temptations may arise in the beginner at 

this initial level keeping him away from the real Mohammadan 

Faqr and gnosis of Allah. 

By practising which Dawat, the objectives of both the worlds 

are achieved? By reciting Quran in which Dawat, thousands of 

armies of enemies, pagans, liars, brigands, hypocrites and 

heretics get admonished, lose control over themselves, come to 

the reciter of Dawat and accept the Mohammadan religion? By 

reciting Quran and beautiful names of Allah in which Dawat, all 

the enemies get blind and come to the reciter for reconciliation, 

hence gain their sight back? By reciting Quran in which Dawat, 

all the enemies become lunatic and their entire army loses 

consciousness; neither they remember their weapons nor the 

family and are left speechless, astonished and worried. Until they 

see the reciter, they do not become stable or regain 
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consciousness. By reciting Quran in which Dawat, all the jinns, 

humans, angels and supernatural beings are detained just on 

beginning the recitation of Quran? It is the Dawat which is 

recited at the sacred tomb of the Holy Prophet in the sanctuary of 

Madina. To recite it, firstly the name of Holy Prophet 

“Mohammad Ibn Abdullah” is written upon his sacred grave 

with finger. Then the reciter writes the following verse upon the 

grave with his finger; 

 
Meaning: Indeed, Allah and His angels shower blessings on the 

Prophet. O‟ you who believe! Ask blessings upon him and salute 

him with a worthy salutation. (Al-Ahzab 56) 

Afterwards, he recites Sura Al-Muzzammil or Sura Al-Fath 

around the grave. Then, as soon as he starts the meditation, his 

objective is achieved. It is the greatest Dawat, by reciting it at 

the sacred tomb of the Holy Prophet, all wishes of the reciter are 

fulfilled in a moment by the order of Allah. 

By reciting which Dawat all the hidden treasures of Allah 

come out of the earth and the reciter can utilize them easily; the 

whole world from east to west come under his command and the 

emperor of seven climes become his obedient slave and follower? 

Which is the Dawat during which if the reciter blows upon the 

clods and pebbles after reciting the Ism-e-Azam, they turn into 

gold and silver? By reciting which Dawat, the reciter becomes 

indifferent to the world and hereafter? His heart becomes sated, 

contented and independent of desires after being blessed with 

righteousness. He remains immersed in the vision and gnosis of 

Allah and is never inclined towards the world or hereafter even if 

the Solomon empire is offered to him. Liberation from desires is 

better than begging during poverty, as it sanctifies the inward. 
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Then, the inward complies with the soul and opposes the inciting 

self and eventually separates from it. Hadith; 

 
Meaning: The world is like a bow, its accidents are like arrows 

and humans are the target. Salvation of humans lies only in 

running towards Allah. 

Allah says; 

 
Meaning: And verily (on the Day of Resurrection) you will come 

to Us all alone as We created you (all alone) the first time. (Al-

An’am 94) 

Perfect Dawat is recited only by the seeker having alive soul. 

By reciting it, every problem is solved by the grace of Allah and 

all ventures are completed by the benediction of recitation of 

Quran. As soon as the seeker, whose inward and soul are alive, 

starts reciting the accomplished Dawat, inspirations begin to 

descend upon his heart regarding his spiritual goals. Hence, he 

achieves all his goals and succeeds in his undertakings. When 

the possessor of Waham blessed with the Divine soul recites 

Dawat, he listens a voice from the Divine Unity. It is the key of 

totality which resolves all the issues in just a blink of an eye and 

grants the union of Divine beauty revealing every reality. There 

is the Dawat of spiritual absorption in which the reciter 

approaches the destination and achieves the objective by the 

closeness of Allah gained through the contemplation of Ism-e-

Allah Zaat. However, all these kinds of Dawat may delay the 

task. Dawat of the proficient is faster than the wind and the 

flying bird. Instantly as he expresses his objective, he receives 

power and help from the souls to accomplish it and it is done. 

However, it may also take time. The accomplished practitioner 

of Dawat of totality performs all the tasks by his powerful 
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attention, contemplation, authority and concentration as all his 

deeds are based upon the closeness and Oneness of Allah and 

His gnosis and union. He is blessed with the power of all-seeing 

and can view everything of both the worlds which remain 

present before him. The proficient practitioner of Dawat knows 

every reality and possesses the most powerful sight owing to his 

ultimate level of closeness to Allah and Divine presence. When 

the perfect possessor of Dawat attends towards any matter to 

solve it, it is, in fact, the attention of Allah towards that matter. 

He does not even need to move his lips to solve the issue. This is 

the Dawat which is recited through spiritual attention. If 

someone faces demotion in his spiritual rank by reciting Dawat 

or making charms by filling circles or due to supernatural or evil 

beings then what is its remedy? It is to contemplate Ism-e-Allah 

Zaat. Only the seekers having gnosis of Miraj
66

 are capable to 

recite the veritable Dawat. They are blessed with the vision of 

Allah which is absolutely out of the reach of seekers of carrion 

who are bounded in the physical world. 

 
Meaning: The seeker having alive soul only seeks the vision of 

Allah and converses about it only. 

 
Meaning: The witness to the life of soul is that it is always 

attracted towards Allah and wants to have awareness about Him.  

                                                           
66Ascension to Allah. Arabic word Miraj refers to one night journey of Prophet 

Mohammad through the seven heavens to the court of Allah where he had the pleasure of 
ultimate vision and union of Allah. 
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Meaning: One of the great secrets of Allah has been revealed 

upon my soul that one should put a cross on everything other 

than Allah. 

 
Meaning: Perfect is the one who completely annihilates himself 

in Allah becoming One with Him. 

 
Meaning: Just as the bubble appears on the surface of water and 

by losing its existence in water, becomes water itself. 

 
Meaning: Or, when the flame exhausts itself in fire, its colour 

and name become the same as the fire. 

 
Meaning: The light of invocation turns the invoker into light as 

well and carries him above the Throne. His entire existence 

drowns in the light of Allah and he quenches his thirst with the 

ocean of Divine light. 
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Meaning: I have lost my heart to Allah, now I am without heart. 

I keep reading the lesson of vision of Allah day and night. 

 
Meaning: I asked my heart, “Have you beheld Allah?” It 

answered, “Allah can be beheld only by the one who sees none 

except Allah.” 

 
Meaning: For the seeker whose inward is perpetually engrossed 

in the vision of Allah, it is justified to say that his inward and 

soul have become the same. 

 
Meaning: One, whose self perished in the closeness of Allah, his 

inward became the soul and soul immersed in Allah.   

 
Meaning: The way to gnosis of Allah and Divine presence starts 

from the inward of the seeker. When the seeker is blessed with 

them, his physical and inner eyes become one and the same.     

 
Meaning: I have been blessed with the vision of Allah since pre-

existence and will remain engrossed in it till the eternal end. 
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Meaning: I surpassed duality and became One with Allah in just 

a day. I do not deny the Truth as I behold Him every moment.   

 
Meaning: Only one out of thousands reach the level where one is 

absolutely immersed in Divinity being cut off from everyone.  

 
Meaning: When one‟s inner eyes of gnosis are enlightened by 

beholding the Divine light, the secret of Divine light is revealed 

upon him.  

Allah says; 

 
Meaning: Whoever is blind (to the vision of Allah) here (in this 

world) will remain blind in the hereafter as well. (Bani-Israil 72) 

One must have understanding about every kind of Dawat, Ilm-

e-Dawat, wisdom of Dawat, power of Dawat, order of Dawat, 

permission of Dawat and the spiritual aspects of Dawat. There 

are five keys of Dawat which are acquired by the decree from 

the Divine presence and Oneness. The imperfect and the 

emulators are unaware of these keys. These keys can open every 

kind of lock. First is the key of bountiful beneficence; second 

key is to know the eternal destiny by reading the Guarded 

Tablet; third is the key of spiritual substitute; fourth key saves 

from the demotion in spiritual rank, disturbing thoughts and 

distractions; fifth key is the power possessed by the perfect 
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practitioner to view every deed and Dawat of his every disciple. 

These all are the keys of Dawat whose origin is the Divine 

Oneness. It is not easy to deliver Dawat and capture the 

supernatural beings. One may face one lac and twenty three 

dangers of spiritual demotion while reciting Dawat. Some suffer 

demotion due to the lunacy caused by the obsession of 

knowledge; some face it due to the poverty, destruction and 

mistrust brought about by excessive recitals; some are demoted 

as a result of their ego and lustful desires while some due to the 

inclination of creation towards them and their evil desire to 

subdue them. The proficient practitioner of Dawat is the perfect 

spiritual guide whose seekers are dominant over every kind of 

demotion at every level and station. Perfection, accomplishment 

and continuity in Dawat are acquired by the closeness to the 

vision of Allah which vivifies the inward and enlightens the soul 

making them observer of the secrets of Lord. Demotion actually 

means to be inclined towards other than Allah which eventually 

stoops one down to falsehood.                      

 
Meaning: The nature of proficient is blended with obedience and 

modesty and his Dawat is the perfect kindness of Allah. 

 
Meaning: If an imperfect would recite Dawat, it would bring 

trouble only. Dawat brings reward only if it is recited purely for 

the sake of Allah. 

Some seekers who are practitioners of Dawat are entitled to 

give its permission by the order of perfect spiritual guide. 

Congratulations to the possessor of Ilm-e-Dawat who can recite 

Dawat in every condition. Unlike the imperfect, the proficient 
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does not need to abstain from any human pleasures, he can eat 

and wear whatever he likes. In whichever way he recites Dawat, 

it is delivered. One who recites Dawat for worldly people or 

wealth is foolish and imperfect. Certainly, he does not know the 

verified way of reciting Dawat. The real man of Dawat is 

independent of all desires and needs nothing from anyone. If he 

delivers Dawat in the state of wrath by reciting verses of Quran, 

the Kaaba, the grand Throne and all the mosques of Muslims 

start trembling. Felicitations upon such a man of Dawat who 

bears the pains inflicted from people but do not hurt them in 

return. 

 
Meaning: I am the perfect practitioner and guide towards Allah 

as well as the Mystic Dervish blessed with Faqr and vision of 

Allah.      

  Only Allah! Everything other than Allah is lust. 

 
Meaning: Blessings upon the Holy Prophet who is the best of all 

creation, upon his Progeny, Companions, followers and Saints.               

 



 

 

EXPLANATION OF TERMINOLOGIES 

1) BE AND IT BECOMES  

“Be! And it Becomes” is the command of Allah and is referred 

five times in the Quran. It is transliterated as Kun Faya Kun. The 

command by Allah when He decides upon a thing is Kun 

meaning “Be” and “it Becomes” immediately which is from the 

Quranic term Faya Kun. 

2) CONTEMPLATION  

Mystically, contemplation refers to spiritual practice of Tasawur 

which is to contemplate the name of Allah in a particular 

manner after taking oath of allegiance at the hand of perfect 

spiritual guide and having his permission. When the seeker 

elevates spiritually, his contemplation also elevates and become 

stronger. 

3) DEGREES OF CERTAINTY 

There are three degrees of certainty; 

a) The knowledge of certainty is the first degree of certainty. It 

is the certainty gained by listening or reading about any fact 

or knowing about it from any other source. This degree is 

mystically called Ilm-ul-Yaqeen and is considered the 

weakest level of certainty. 

b) The eye of certainty is the second degree of certainty 

achieved by seeing or observing the fact whose knowledge 

was gained, it is called Ain-ul-Yaqeen. 

c) The truth of certainty is the final and strongest level of 

certainty gained by personally experiencing the known and 

observed fact and reaching the core of its truth. This level is 

called Haq-ul-Yaqeen. 
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A simple example to explain the concept could be that knowing 

the fact that “fire burns” is Ilm-ul-Yaqeen. Witnessing something 

being burnt is Ain-ul-Yaqeen. If one‟s finger is burnt and one 

experiences how fire burns then this is Haq-ul-Yaqeen. The same 

is spirituality which is more experience than knowledge, though 

without a doubt knowledge plays an important part. 

4) DIVINE COVENANT  

In pre-existence, Allah took promise from the souls to always 

consider Him their Lord and Master by asking, “Am I not your 

Creator and Provident?” and the souls replied, “Yes! You are.” 

(verse 172 Sura A‟raf) That promise is referred to as Wada-e-

Alast or the Divine covenant   

5) DIVINE LIGHT  

The Divine light is specific for Quranic word Nur. The Unknowable 

and Transcendent Divine Essence first of all manifested Himself 

in the form of Nur and that was the Nur of Mohammad which is 

the foundation of creation and is concealed in everything of the 

cosmos. Whoever reaches that Nur in his inner being by 

following the spiritual path, comes in light from darkness and 

finds the Reality. 

6) DIVINE LOVE OR LOVE FOR ALLAH  

The Persian mystic term Ishq is translated as the Divine love or 

love of Allah. It is not the love of Allah amongst other loves 

such as love of family, wealth, world, hereafter etc. rather it is 

specific to that intense love for Allah which dominates and 

removes the love for all other things except Him. Only the 

Divine love is true love. 
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7) DIVINE ONENESS  

Refers to the basic pillar of Islam Tawhid which is the 

indivisible Oneness concept of monotheism in Islam. For 

common Muslims Tawhid means that Allah is One, He is the 

sole Creator, Master and Sustainer but for the Mystics Tawhid 

means that only Allah exists and none else. They become one 

with The One and see Divine Oneness everywhere, which is 

actual Tawhid for the Mystics. 

8) GNOSIS  

The Arabic word Marifa is translated as gnosis of Allah. It is the 

vastest term of mysticism that gives a new meaning at every 

spiritual level. Basically, it refers to the knowledge and 

recognition of Allah which keeps on increasing as the lover of 

Allah progresses towards His closeness, hence reveals new 

dimensions at every stage. It includes vision of Allah, knowledge 

of His Essence and attributes, acquiring the attributes, 

annihilating in Him and finally becoming One with the Essence 

having His ultimate gnosis. Since Allah is Infinite, His Marifa is 

also endless. The invocation and contemplation of Allah‟s 

personal name  are the foundation of Marifa. It can be gained 

from the inner sources like the intuitive and inspired knowledge 

as well as outer sources like the spiritually effective Sufi 

teachings and words of the perfect spiritual guide. 

9) INSCRIBING PRACTICE OF ALLAH’S NAME ON 

BODY  

Refers to the mystic exercise Mashq Marqum-e-Wajudia. It is the 

mystic exercise in which Allah‟s name  is inscribed on body 

with the index finger in a particular manner. The powerful 

theophanies of Allah‟s name purify the soul of the inscriber. 

However, this practice is effective only when performed after 
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taking oath of allegiance to the perfect spiritual guide and having 

his permission. 

10) INVOCATION  

Invocation is translated from Arabic/Quranic term Dhikr which 

means to remember Allah through repeated recitation of His 

name. In the Sarwari Qadri order, invocation is done with 

breaths instead of tongue. 

11) ISLAMIC CREED  

Declaration of Islamic faith by saying the Kalma Tayyab

 La illaha ilAllahoo Mohammad-ur-Rasoolullah, 

meaning: “There is no one to be worshipped but Allah and 

Prophet Mohammad is His Messenger”. 

12) MEDITATION  

Meditation stands for the Arabic word Muraqaba. Muraqaba 

comes from Raqibun which in Arabic means the watchful, 

careful observer, vigilant, wakeful. Ar-Raqib is one of the 

beautiful names of Allah which means the One Who is Ever 

Watchful. Literally, Muraqaba means to watch over, to take 

care of or to keep an eye. Mystically, it is to prevent the heart 

from everything other than Allah by focusing entire attention 

upon Ism-e-Allah Zaat.  

13) OATH OF ALLEGIANCE  

Oath of allegiance refers to mystic term Bayah. When a person 

takes Bayah to the spiritual guide, he becomes disciple and 

hands over himself to his spiritual guide in exchange of spiritual 

guidance. This, in fact, is a pact between Allah and His slave 

which eternally bonds the spiritual guide with his disciple. 
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14) PEOPLE OF CLOAK 

“People of Clock” is English phrase for the Arabic phrase Ahl 

al-Bayt which means “People of the Prophet‟s house” and refers 

to the five most sacred entities; the Holy Prophet himself, his 

loving daughter Fatima, her husband Ali Ibn Abi Talib and their 

beloved sons Hassan and Husayn. They are titled as the People 

of Cloak because once the Holy Prophet took them under his 

holy cloak and recited the verse 33 of Sura Al-Ahzab for them, 

meaning “Allah intends to remove from you (every kind of ) 

impurity, O‟ people of the (Prophet‟s) household, and to purify 

you with (extensive) purification”. 

15) PIETY  

Piety is translated from the Quranic word Taqwa which means to 

have fear of Allah, abstain from sins and adopt pious deeds, but 

mystically Taqwa is the state of soul‟s closeness to Allah. Taqwa 

refers to inner purity of a person which ultimately leads him to 

have the vision of Allah. 

16) REFLECTION  

Reflection stands for the Persian mystic term Fikr which means 

to ponder over the spiritual matters. According to Sultan Bahoo, 

Fikr is must along with Dhikr i.e. invocation to have the gnosis 

of Allah. 

17)  SEPARATION AND ISOLATION 

The Arabic mystic term Tajrid is referred to as “separation”. 

This mystic level is gained after complete inner detachment from 

everyone other than Allah. 

The Arabic mystic term Tafrid is referred to as “isolation”. This 

mystic level is attained by negating one‟s own self. Tajrid and 

Tafrid are two basic levels before reaching the level of Tawhid 

i.e. Oneness with Allah. 
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18)  SELF 

Self refers to the Arabic word Nafs.  The nafs has four layers or 

levels. Each layer annihilates into the next upon its purgation and 

the nafs elevates to next level. The first layer incites man to 

commit sin and is called an-nafs al-ammarah i.e. the inciting 

self. On purification, it elevates to next layer which blames and 

repents, it is called an-nafs al-lawwamah i.e. the repenting self. 

The third layer inspires before committing sin and is called an-

nafs al-mulhimma i.e. the inspiring self. Whereas, fourth layer is 

pure of sins and is at peace, it is called an-nafs al-mutma‟innah 

i.e. the peaceful self. 

19) SPIRITUAL DEMOTION  

Refers to the Arabic/Persian word Rujjat. The spiritual journey is 

in fact the ascension journey of the soul. If the seeker disobeys 

the spiritual guide, goes against the laws of spirituality, breaks 

the laws of sharia or commits any undesirable act, he is 

descended to a lower level which is considered Rujjat. If he 

repents sincerely, he is elevated back to his level otherwise not. 

If he remains stubborn upon his sin, his demotion manifests 

physically as well. 

20) SPIRITUAL ECSTASY  

The Persian mystic term Masti is translated as the spiritual 

ecstasy or frenzy. It is the state of soul when it is deeply 

immersed in the intense love of the Beloved by the invocation 

and contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat or on beholding the 

Beloved. The lover remembers none but the Beloved. 

21) SPIRITUAL GUIDE  

Spiritual guide is English term for the Arabic word Murshid.  

Murshid is Quranic term and is also one of the attributive names 

of Allah.  Murshid is not only the spiritual guide of the seekers 
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of Allah but also their spiritual doctor who treats their inner 

diseases and trains them inwardly as well as outwardly as a 

spiritual instructor. No one has ever reached Allah without the 

guidance of a perfect Murshid. 

22) SPIRITUAL SIGHT  

Persian word Nazar is translated as the spiritual sight. It is 

specific for the effective sight of the perfect spiritual guide with 

which he cleanses and purifies the soul and inward of his 

disciples as well as imparts the inner knowledge and elevates them 

spiritually. It is not bounded by time and space. If the spiritual 

guide is perfect, his sight can affect his disciple wherever he is. 

23) STRAIGHT PATH  

The Quranic term Sirat-e-Mustqeem is referred to as the straight 

path. The first Sura of Quran Al-Fatiha defines the straight path 

as the path of those special men of Allah upon whom He 

bestowed His favour. It is the path which leads directly to Allah. 

24) SUFI HIERARCHY 

There exists a hierarchy of chosen Saints who spiritually govern 

the system of world by the order of Allah. Their total number is 

356 which is increased during calamities. This number never 

decreases, if any of them dies, he is replaced by some other and 

a new Saint is added in the hierarchy from the world. The 

hierarchy is as; 

GHAWTH- The chief of all Saints who is empowered by Allah 

to bring succour to suffering humanity in times of adversity. The 

Arabic word “Ghawth” literally means succour, help, deliverance 

from adversity. It also means the one who redresses other‟s 

grievance and comes to rescue.  He is only one in an era and the 

Universal Divine Man (Al-Insan Al-Kamil) of his time. He is 

also called the Qutb-ul-Aqtab i.e. the Qutb of all Qutb and is the 
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spiritual successor of the Holy Prophet. He assigns duties to all 

the subordinate Saints and heads them. 

QUTB- Qutb is Arabic word literally meaning the axis or pivot. 

Plural of Qutb is Aqtab. There are three Aqtab in an era and are 

assigned different areas and duties by the Ghawth. 

AWTAD- Literally means the pegs or mainstays of earth, as 

mentioned in verse 7 of Sura An-Naba. There are present five 

Awtad in an era who work under the Aqtab. 

SAYYAH 

Literally means “the traveller”. They are seven in number and 

their job is to travel around the world and help the people in 

need.  

ABDAL-Abdal is an Arabic word literally meaning “the 

changed ones”. These Saints are named so because they have 

changed their undesirable traits into desirable ones. According 

to a Hadith, there are forty Abdal in an era appointed in different 

areas. 

Remaining 300 Saints of Sufi hierarchy are called the Abtal (the 

great ones) and they include the Akhyar (the virtuous ones), 

Nujaba (the nobles), Nuqaba (the chiefs), and other common 

Saints. 

Note; Detail of Sufi hierarchy is taken from Sultan Bahoo‟s 

book Mahak-ul-Faqr. 

25) SULTAN-UL-FAQR  

Sultan Bahoo has mentioned seven Sultan-ul-Faqr souls in his 

mystic treatise Risala Roohi Sharif. Six of which are: Fatimah 

daughter of Prophet Mohammad, Hassan of Basra, Shaikh Abdul 

Qadir Jilani, his son Shaikh Abdul Razzaq Jilani, Sultan Bahoo 
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himself and Sultan Mohammad Asghar Ali (may Allah bless 

them ). Sultan-ul-Faqr also refers to the Universal Divine Man 

(Al-Insan Al-Kamil) of an era who is the heir of Divine Trust of 

Faqr and is appointed on the throne of Divine guidance and 

persuasion as the perfect spiritual guide to guide the seekers of 

Allah on the path of Faqr. He is Sultan-ul-Faqr because he has 

complete authority over Faqr. 

26) THE TRUE BELIEVER  

The Arabic word Momin is translated as the true believer. A 

Momin can be distinguished from a common Muslim as a 

Muslim accepts Islam just verbally or just because he is born in a 

Muslim family. He follows Islam only outwardly but the Momin 

reaches the essence of Islam following the spiritual path and 

worships Allah while beholding Him with perfect faith. Refer to 

Sura Hujuraat verse 14 to understand the difference. 

27) THE SPIRITUAL OR INNER BEING OF HUMANS 

The Mystics have revealed that the spiritual or inner being of 

humans has seven subtle layers or parts; 

a) The Nafs i.e. the self (already explained) 

b) The Qalb i.e. the inward 

c) The Ruh i.e. the soul. 

d) The Sir‟r i.e. the secret. 

e) The Khafi i.e. the hidden which is the Divine Soul. 

f) The Yakhfa i.e. the concealed which is the Light of 

Mohammad. 

g) Ana i.e. the core which is the Divine Essence. 

The spiritual journey of human starts from Nafs and 

accomplishes when he reaches Ana i.e. finds the Divine Essence 

within himself. 
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28) TRUST UPON ALLAH  

Arabic word Tawakkal is translated as trust upon Allah. 

However, Tawakkal is specific for Allah. It is to trust only upon 

Allah in all matters and in all states. 

29) TRUTHFUL 

It represents the title Siddiq which means “the man of purity and 

veracity”. It is basically the title of Abu Bakr, as Siddiq also 

means “one who verified” and Abu Bakr verified the Miraj of 

Prophet Mohammad when the infidels denied it. This is also the 

title of one of the four rewarded groups mentioned in verse 69 of 

Sura An-Nisa in the Holy Quran. Allah says; “Allah has 

bestowed His favour upon the Prophets, the truthful, the martyrs 

and the righteous. And excellent are those as companions.” So, 

the truthful are ranked second to the Prophets. This group 

includes the Companions of the Holy Prophet, Fakirs and 

perfect Saints of his umma. 

 

 

 



 

 

GLOSSARY OF ARABIC/PERSIAN 

WORDS 

Abdal Spiritual rank of Saints meaning “the changed 

ones”. 

Ahadith   Plural of Hadith, the sayings of the Holy Prophet 

Alif Alif is the first Arabic alphabet and it refers to the 

Divine name Allah which starts with Alif. 

Awtad Spiritual rank of Saints meaning “the mainstays 

of earth”      

Dawat Dawat is a spiritual act of communicating 

inwardly with the sacred souls of shrines to seek 

their help and beneficence. 

Fakir The Saint of highest level who travels the path of 

Faqr i.e. the path to vision and union of Allah, 

and accomplishes in it reaching its final level 

stated in the Hadith, “When Faqr is accomplished 

that is Allah.” 

Faqr Faqr is the path which leads to the vision and 

union of Allah. The Holy Prophet has declared 

Faqr his pride and the reason of his superiority 

over other Prophets. A Hadith states that Faqr is 

one of the treasures of Allah. 

Gharib   Literally Gharib means poor but mystically it  

refers to the Fakir who has nothing except Allah. 

Ghawth Spiritual rank of Saints meaning “One who 

redresses other‟s grievances” 

Hoo The Divine Essence. In the way of Faqr, its 

invocation is the fourth and final stage and is 

called the king of invocations. The prior three 

being „AllaHoo‟, „Lillah‟, and „LaHoo‟. The 

invocation of Hoo raises the spiritual levels of the 

seeker most quickly, provided it has been granted 

by the perfect Sarwari Qadri spiritual guide.    
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Ilm-e-Dawat Knowledge of communicating spiritually with the 

souls of Saints. 

Ism-e-Allah Zaat Ism-e-Allah Zaat is translated literally as “the 

personal name of Allah” and it refers to the name 

. It represents all the Divine attributes and the 

Essence. It is the most powerful name of Allah as 

it includes the powers of all other attributive 

names of Allah. 

Ism-e-Azam Ism-e-Azam literally means the greatest name of 

Allah amongst His ninety nine beautiful names. It 

is the name which contains all His powers and 

whose recitation solves all the problems. Mystics 

confirm that Ism-e-Azam refers to Ism-e-Allah 

Zaat because no other name of Allah is more 

powerful than the Divine name . 

Jamiat Jamiat is a mystic term having multiple meanings. 

It may refer to spiritual powers, stability, peace, 

accumulation or satisfaction. It is also the highest 

spiritual level whereby all the preceding levels 

accumulate in the being of the seeker.    

Lahaul   A prayer for safety from the Satan. 

Majdhub One who cannot tolerate the effects of theophanies 

and loses his senses. Hence, due to his lost and 

absorbed state, does not follow sharia properly, 

neither progresses on the spiritual journey. 

Masakeen Plural of Miskeen. 

Miraj Ascension to Allah. Arabic word Miraj refers to 

one night journey of Prophet Mohammad through 

the seven heavens to the court of Allah where he 

had the pleasure of ultimate vision and union of 

Allah. 

Miskeen Literally “Miskeen” means indigent or meek 

person but mystically it refers to the Fakir who 

stays with Allah permanently, as “Miskeen” is 

derived from the word “Sakin” which literally 

means “stationary” or “staying at one place”. 

Qudsi Hadith  Words of Allah stated by the Holy Prophet.  
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Qutb Spiritual rank of Saints meaning “the axis or pivot”.  

Rehman Attributive name of Allah, meaning “The Most 

Compassionate”. 

Saifi Dua A prayer for spiritual assistance.  

Sadat Plural of Syed, descendants of the Holy Prophet 

from Ali Ibn Abi Talib and Fatima-tuz-Zahra. 

Sarwari Qadri Sarwari Qadri is the spiritual order of Hazrat 

Sultan Bahoo which starts from the Holy Prophet 

and reaches Sultan Bahoo through Shaikh Abdul 

Qadir Jilani. Sarwar means the leader, Sarwari 

means related to Sarwar-e-Alam (Leader of the 

worlds) Prophet Mohammad. Qadir means All-

Powerful, Qadri means related to Shaikh Abdul 

Qadir Jilani. 

Sharia Sharia is the set of Islamic laws which include 

obligations like the prayer offered at fixed five 

times a day, fasting in the month of Ramadan, 

paying zakat, performing Hajj as well as virtues 

like telling the truth, fulfilling the promises, 

veiling of women from strangers, helping the 

needy etc. Sharia also forbids evils like making 

partners with Allah, cheating or lying, theft, 

adultery, backbiting, blaming others wrongly etc. 

Sunna    The ways and manners of the Holy Prophet 

Sirat Bridge Sirat in Arabic means a way or a road; according 

to traditions, it is a bridge or road which passes 

from the top of hell. In a Hadith, it is stated that 

the Sirat bridge is thinner than a hair, sharper 

than a sword and hotter than fire. In the hereafter, 

every human would be made to cross it, the true 

believers will pass over it quickly, some will 

cross it with difficulty while others will slip and 

fall down in the pits of hell. 

Waham Waham is the inward state of esoteric connection 

and spiritual conversation with Allah which is 

possible only through the perfect spiritual guide. 

Zulfiqar  The sacred sword of Ali Ibn Abi Talib given by 

the Holy Prophet in the battle of Uhad with which 

he won all the battles. 
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